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Chisolm
says US
declining
By David Andrews
Americans are suffering
from a "deterioration of the
quality of life," Congressional'
Representativt: Shirley

Chisolm said yesterday.
Chisolm, a Presidential
candidate in I 972 and the first
black woman to sit on a
Congressional Rules Committee, spoke on "Women in
Politics" to 300 people in the
Strafford Room of the
Memorial Union Building.
"I'm going out to the cities of
this nation to get people
revitalized .. .in terms of what's
going to happen in 1984", she
said.
After 25 years in politics
Chisolm said she would not
. seek re-election to the 12th
Congressional district m
Brooklyn in order to
CHISOLM, page 18
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Field experience
may lose credit
By Douglas Morton
Academic credit for Field has had significant experience
Experience may be eliminated with DCE 606.
if the Academic Senate
"It provides opportunity for
approves a motion proposed by laboratories not. otherwise
the Academic Standards available for students." said
Committee.
Polk. "The program as a whole
Qivision of Continuing would be killed if credit was
Education (DCE) 606, the eliminated."
Field Experience course
According to Robert,
heading, is a program enabling McCaffrey, coordinator of the '
student's to receive academic Field Experience Program,
credit for a job related to their DCE has no objection for
area of study.
credit to go back to the
"Essentially, there is no departments through internacademk standards · committ- , ships.
ee," said Communications
"We're just asking that
instructor Paul Goodwin, alternative methods be
chairperson 'Of the Academic explored before eliminating
Standards Committee. "The credit," said McCaffrey.
students find a job and then
"Maybe we're "going about it
look for the easist way to in the wrong way," said
receive credit for it."
sophomore Kimberly Blewett,
academic councel chairperson.
DCE 606, however, will still "I think that the entire Student
ti
,
exist, according to ·the motion Senate will have to deal with
Congresswoman Shirley Chisolm spoke in the MU B yesterday.
proposed by the . Academic it."
(Tim Skeer photo)
Standards Committee.
According to Goodwin, the
"Our intention is not to following effects would result if
eliminate the Field Experience the motion passed:
Program," said Goodwin. "We -students would receive
feel that there isn't appropriate
certification of DCE 606 on
academic control and
their transcript.
therefore" only academic credit
-the field experience program
John said that he was never is being cancelled.
Carol pretending to pull down
would continue its valuable
John's gym shorts on three sure that Carol wasn't going to
"Students ca~ gain credits
purpose
occasions. Carol, however, said actually pull down his shorts. "I throught internships provided
-employees will get enthusiasthat she only tugged lightly on never knew. I was never sure." by individual departments,"
tic, hardworking students
John later came back from a Goodwin said.
one corner of the shorts.
-all academics would go back
"I never ever pulled anyone's class to find a picture of a
James Pollard, associate
to the old fashion accredidashorts down," she said. "I person being mooned drawn_on professor of Plant Science said
tion standards
would be too embarassed to do HARASSMENT, page 14
the Plant Science Department
FIELD EXP., page 16
that."

Student guilty of harassment
By Julie Hanauer
It started with simple horsing
around but turned into a case
of harassment.
Carol (not her real name) is a
sophomore who last week won
a sexual assault case against
John (not his real name), a
freshman.
John, who lives on the same
floor as Carol in a small co-ed
dorm, has been expelled from
school this semester and
forbidden to live in a co-ed
dorm again.
This decision was rendered
by the University Judicial
Board. John's appeal has been
denied.
The incident, which occurred
on October 13 started with

--.G overnor-elect ·Sununu--------

Men's soccer beats
Dartmouth 3-1, story page
20.
Calendar ...................... page 5
Classified ..................... page 17

Comics ........................page 16
Editorial. ..................... page 10
Features ...................... page 13
Forum .......................... page 9
Notices ......................... page 6
Sports ......................... page 20

Gubernatorial race winner John Sununu celebrates his victory Tuesday night in Co~ord. More election-night stories and
photos appear on page 7. (Tim Skeer photo)
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Student Body President known
to faculty but not students

Roman assinated
MADRID, Spain-- The co~mander of the main divi_sion of
the Spanish army was assasmated yesterday by machme gun
wielding gunmen on motorcycles.
.
Gen. Victor Lago Roman was killed by sub~a.chme gun
fire as his car neared an intersection by Madnd s Arch of
Triumph. Officials said the murder may have been
committted by Basque separatists, but no group had taken
responsibility yet.
In Toledo, Pope John Paul II offere~ a prayer for the
spanish general and said he hoped Spam would _soon be
liberated from the "painful phenomenon" of terrorism.

IIATIOIIAL
New suspect sought
CHICAGO-- A man being sought by police in connection
with the seven deaths by cyanide-laced Tylenol is suspected
on "tenuous" evidence at best, according to one law
enforcement source in Washington.
Nevertheless, an all-points bulletin was issued ~onday for
Kevin J. Masterson on the basis of a grudge officials say he
held against two grocery stores where some tainted capsules
~ere purchased.
.
Masterson said many people would suffer after his former
wife claimed she was mistreated by security officials at a Jewel
Food Store.
·

By Patricia O'Dell
Ask most students who
Karen Johnson is and you11
hear "Karen who?" or just "I
don't know."
Ask a student senator the
same question and all you will
hear is praise, especially
concerning her prestige and
excellent relationship with the
University administration.
Karen Johnson, student
body president, was elected last
April.
And though Johnson is very
visible to the administration, to
students she is almost ·

Johnson's excellent
relationship with the
administration - is constantly
mentioned. According to T . .
Spencer Wright, student body
vice-president, that
relationship is Johnson's most
important contribution to the
office.
Wright says he is very proud
of how "our administration is
seen by the administration of
the school. They don't talk
down to us." ·
"People trust us a lot more
than they've ever trusted the
administrations that came
unknown.
before us."
In the past months, Johnson
When asked about the
has devoted more and more of
her time to her position. She
Student Body President's
visibility among the students,
admits this can be a problem.
Wright said "it has been a
"You lose your personal
KAREN JOHNSON
problem (but) I don't think it is
identity. No matter where you
are, you're still the Student administration) that's been a problem anymore."
He and Johnson made this
Body President."
immensely valuable·." ·
issue
part of their platform last
The hours she has given the
Steve Lindsey, senator from
job have paid off.
Englehardt said, "I q1ink_ April; they want students to
"She's excellent," says
Ka-ren's done a-great job. She's feel they are both available to
Co. n:in:iJIJ_er_ __S_en~J.9r Josh _ doing a considerable amount ~nyone who wants to discuss an
Gordon. "She's been able to more than her predecessor issue.
establish a rapport ('Y!!!t the__ did)."

Actor ·and UNH alumnus James

LOCAL

Broderick dies of can·c er
Insured caree~s
The UNH Alum'ni Affairs Office and Career Planning &
Placement Office will sponsor a Career Night on Non-Sales
'
Insurance on Tuesday, Nov. 9 at 7:00 p.m.
Alumni and key representatives will be present at the
Kennebec Room at the New England Center to discuss
opportunities other than sales in the insurance field.
Other Career Nights scheduled for the remainder of the
semester will be opportunities in sales on Nov and
m Ketailmg on Dec. 7. All students are welcome auJ
admission is free.

Jo

Career'I

Chlorinated cola
SEABROOK-- A bottel of Staff cola purchased in a local
grocery store was found contami.nated with traces of chlorine
according to Food anad Drug Administration officials.
According to Fred Carlson, district director of Boston's
FDA office, there are no indications that the cola was
contaminated during its manufacture and the product was
probably tampered with after it. was packaged.
The soda was · brought to local police on Monday night
after it was purchased at a Shop n 'Save.

By Maggie McKowen
Actor James Broderick who
attended the University of New
,Hampshire in 1948 died
Tuesday after a long fight with
cancer. He was 55.
Broderick was famous for
playing Kristy McNichol's
father in the ABC television
series "Family."
He died at Yale - New Haven·
Hospital in Conneticut where
he had been a patient since Oct.
12.
After leaving UNH,Broderick attended school and
worked in New York City.
UNH Professor of Theatre and
Communication Joseph
batcheller wrote Broderick a
letter of recommendation and
the actor was admitted into the
Neighborhoo~_ _Playhouse

School.
"We didn't have a major here
(at UNH)," said Batcheller,
who instructed Broderick in
acting and directing as part of a
two-semester Dramatic
worksho1r."He was very, very good and
played for us a bit. I wrote him
a letter of recommendation to
Arthur Kennedy," said
Batcheller.
Kennedy~ an actor, worked
for Warner Bros. productions
and appeared in many shows
including Arthur Miller's
production of Crucible.
"I don't do that very often.
I've only done that four times
since I've been here at UNH
and he was -one of the four,"
said Batcheller, Who has
taught at UNH since 1944.

While

Broderick

was at

UNH, he played Blunchy, the

lead in Bernard's play "Arms
and the Man. "That play is now
being presented at Portsmouth's Theatre by the Sea.
Batcheller last saw Broderick
several months ago when the
actor was doing a show for
Channel 2 in Boston. Broderick
visited Batcheller's home for
about an hour.
Batcheller refused to
comment on the visit . In addition to "Family,"
Broderick also appeared in the
film "Dog Day Afternoon"
with Al Pacino.
His work on Broadway
included the. plays "Johnny no
Trump"and "Let Me Hear You
Smile."
·

Mari found in ·street
PORTSMOUTH--Richard P . Gorman, ~6, ~as in critical
condition after being found Wednesday lymg ma street near
his residence with a fractured skull.
The Howard Street resident was taken by ambulance to
Portsmouth Hospital. Police s~id Gorm~n ~ay have fallen
but they will continue to investigate the mcident.

Friday .flurries
Today there will be a chance of sunshine but highs will only
reach the mid-40's according to the National We2ther Service
in Concord.
Tonight will be windy with a slight chance of snow flurries
and lows in the 30's followed tomorrow by more clouds and
wind and highs in the 40's.
Students participating in a candlelight dinner last week. The dinners are offered once a week.
(Tim Skeer photo)
..... J
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UNH receives $53,000 gi:-ant for computer equipment
By Andrea Parker
courses," said Ossenbruggen.
design and systems analysis.
. department. "A couple· of years as long as you want," said
The· 1in es 1i ave been
"The ability to use three . ago," said Mike Dellaire, a Devin Harrison, another senior
The Apple Education
Foundation has granted UNH eliminated. There's no more. dimensional computer senior CE major, "The CE major.
Ther terminals run off two
about $53,000 in computer waiting around. Students can graphics will be especially terminals were so overequipment for its civil just walk in and use them.
helpful in many of these crowded and your time was so languages, Basic and Pascal.
The department's II faculty '_ research projects," said limited, you couldn't The Pascal language is used by
engineering research center.
the DEC-IO system, (the major
accomplish anything."
The package includes. 1~ members are using the new Ossenbruggen.
Apple III computer terminals, co~puters to do research on
This ._ new equipment will
"The ration now is about two computer system on campus),
valued at about $3,500 each, s.oll mechani~, str_uctural :. have. a positive impact on t~e students per terminal. Not so now engineers can do things
which are to be used for , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- everybody is in there at once on t!_te__ AQp!e Ill's that th~
,. and now youI can stay on there
graduate and faculty research.
COMPUTER, page 5 . .
Also donated were computer
packages of Basic language,
. word processing and management.
The Civil . Engineering
Department contributed
almost $23,000 of its own funds
for computer monitors,
hardware and other components needed to make the Apple
By John Gold
Computer cluster operational. 1
New Hampshire PostsecondKaper C. Marking, the
"This will have a big impact ,
ary Education Commission in
president
of
Plymouth
State
on the way we teach graduate
College, is the fourth finalist 1982, and as Chairman of that
courses," said Paul Ossenfor the position of Chancellor Commission from 1978-1980.
bruggn, chairman of UNH's
Marking met today with He presently · serves on the
pepartment of Civil EngineerPresident Evelyn Handler and Board of Directors of Sceva
mg.
Speare Hospital in Plymouth.
other University officials.
"Until now, we've only had a
Marking's teaching experi- .
UNH was the final stop in
few computer terminals, which
ence
includes English, Latin,
.the 58 year old candidate's
meant students often lined up
Philosophy,
Education and
three day tour of the University
for hours before a terminal
Psychology,
at
the high school
· · System of New Hampshire.
became vacant," he said. "Now
.
and
college
levels.
While here, he also met with the
they'll get more hands-on
· chancellor search committee . . The candidate earned his
computer experience."
and the Vice Chancellors at the Ph.D. from Washington State
Before the acquisition of the
University System office in University in 1967, his M.A.
15 Apple III computer
from St. Bonaventure
Lee.
·
terminals, students with .
Marking, the president of University in 1954, and his BA
computer courses often had to
Plymouth State College, has from the University of
get up in the middle of the night
served as the President of Briar Portland in 1952.
in order to complete their
He has published in the field
Cliff College from 1972-77, and
assignments. .
of
higher education and
as Dean at Minot State College
Because the lines were · so
philosophy.
He is currently
from 1966-72.
long, students in upper level
,
active
in
Rotary
International
He has served on a variety of
courses weren't required to use
and
the
Chamber
of Com-qi
..boards, including Chairman of
the computers.
merce.
!'. ; ~t,
:
~the Planning Committee of the
"This allows.good follow-up
Jerry Pierce, a former missionary to Guatemala, spoke at
to 410 (computer science) in the
Hamilton-Smith Hall Wednesday. (Tim Skeer photo)
junior, senior and graduate

Ply1nouth President
is fourth candidate

Americans learn to laugh at themselves in Europe
By Lisa Prevost
LONDON--"Europeans spend
t~eir whole lives laughing at
how strange we all are," says
John Pearson, assistant dean of
Richmond College, London.
"Americans take themselves
too seriously."
The ability to laugh · at
themselves is just one of the
things Pearson ·believes
Americans gain from schooling
abroad. He also hopes they
acquire a belief in reality, an
understanding of world politics
and enough experience to
-smash racial .stereotypes.
He definitely has the
background to help them attain
these qualities. Born in
Nairobi, Kenya, his mother
was Egyptian and Greek while
his father was French- and
English. His family lived all
over the world, including
Tunisia, Switzerland, Greece
and France.
At 13, Pearson began
attending a boarding school in
Durham, England. He went on
to college at the University of
Leicester and graduated with
B.A. honors in English Politics
and History. ·
He taught in France and
Greece, "then joined the faculty
at Richmond College just over
a year ago. His responsibilities
involve meeting all the·
students' needs: material,
social, academic, and
emotional.
Richmond ~?liege _~s an

· international college with two (Nuclear Alliance Treaty school, however, as it is still Canadians!"
very much elitist.
campuses and less than 500 Organization) is.
Third, those .who make · a
But Pearson blames the - ..-t here· is one standard level
students. Because it is so small,
complete switch-over in their
system,
not
the
individual.
By
for
colleges.
Some
are
higher,
student interaction is close and
attitudes and dress.
·
national differences become the system, Pearson means the but none are low," he explains. "They ··run into big problems
media
and
education.
Neither,
According
to
him,
most
obvious. Pearson, who
·when they get back to that U.S.
describes himself as ••a keen he says, go into enough depth. Americans could not pass the pressure-to conform," Pearson
"The
surface
is
what
sells
(in
entrance
exam
after
high
observer," picks up on the
says, adding that he has
America)," says Pearson, who school.
problems Americans have.
received letters from past
has
visited
the
U.S.
12
times.
Though
critical,
Pearson
is
"Americans seem to have no
students
who are dealing with
grasp on where the countries "But it doesn't deal with not anti-American. He
' it.
reality."
describes
Americans
as
being
are," he says. "Europeans pick
Last, and making up the
He notes that Americans "the friendliest people I know"
up on that attitude and can't
majority, are those who go
stand
out
from
Europeans
and
"completely
open."
But
he
understand it."
home with a sense of Europe, a
The international students physically in that they have has been judged by some of the sense of the responsibility
straight
teeth,
sparkling
eyes,
American
students
as
being
.
.come to him angry and upset
America has towards Europe,
when Americans don't know shiny hair and beautiful skin. cold and unsociable.
and a better s.ense of
"People
sweat,
and
have
Pearson
.
explains
this
by
where their countries are.
geography.
Pearson thinks that since the pimples, but you'd never think saying that he likes to get away
"They learn that the
Americans
do!"
from
false
niceties
and
American government has such
stereotype
(of the English)
Pe a rs o n, Ii k e many _ genuinely interact.
a hold in Europe, Americans
doesn't fit," he says. "The 'pipEuropeans,
believes
America
"There
is
not
the
time
for
the
should know what is going on
pip, cheerio, Eliza Doolittle'
in international affairs. This to be money-oriented, cosmetic smile because it has image is perpetuated - in the
concerned
only
with
"the
no
meaning,"
he
says.
'The
has not been his experience,
American dream."
'how ya' doin?' 'Have a nice States through movies."
however.
This lends to the culture
"American·
media
puts
out
day,' -that doesn't matter. Just
An example is the five-week
shock
Americans experience
comparative political science choreographed sex and stop the bull!"
upon arriving in Europe. Their
American
millionaires
at
the
He
sees
four
types
of
tour he taught last summer. It
whole attitude towards space,
covered five countries, from end of the rainbow," he says. American students leaving time, news, and dress must
"If
that's
going
to
be
the
basis
Richmond
College.
London to Athens, four of
ofany sort of creative art you're
First, there are those that change. Pearson offers this
which are Socialist.
advice for students heading for
not
going
to
get
anywhere."
·
don't
change at all.
A 60-year old Texan woman
In regard to education,
"They are very conscious of an experience abroad: "Be commented, "You have the
Pearson
believes
the
American
their
Americanness while yourself. Be willing to learn.
Socialists in Greece, France,
Pace yourself. You only get
Italy, and Austria, right? Well, system of diversification has here," he says. "Stars and indigestion if you get too much
gone
to
an
extreme
of
stripes,
Ronald
Reagan
and
it's just as well that you have
of the cake."
·
that Channel in the middle so "knowing a little about an Lynda Carter."
Perhaps his main point is to
awful
lot
of
things."
Second
there
are
those
who
those "reds" don't nip over
In England, all universities are embarrassed about being keep an open mind towards the
there and take over the
new culture. Forget the
are
government controlled and American and try to hide it.
.country!"
Amer._ican
way for a while.
"You go down tp Greece, for ·
The majority of the class was qualifications are totally
"The biggest gripe is the
academic.
Only
10-12%
of
the
instance.
There
aren't
any
American and most of them
comparison," Pearson says.
couldn't tell what NATO population go on to secondary Americans in Greece, only
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Student attacked
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Crossword
Answers

We create
hairstyles for
lifestyles
at

IS

Tonight
Get a pitcher for
$1 each pizza
ordered!

•
•
1n
area near ravine
On Wednesday afternoon a
female student walking in the
ravine area behind the MUB
}Vas a victim of Simple Assault.
The Public Safety Department
investigated immediately and
two juveniles were apprehended.

St.
f )ur h.im
l\f,~-70'.' I

*****

*****
Monday morning an
employee of Parsons Hall
reported the theft of his
briefcase. The briefcase was
taken from his office and the
contents (including the case)
are valued at $70.00.

7

*****
Also on Monday, a Public
.Safety Officer was dispatched
to Kingsbury Hall for a medical
aid. A UNH freshman had a
two inch laceration of his
for~head and was transported
to Hood House.

*****

~l) . :\bin

On Tuesday a resident of
Fairchild Hall reported the
siphoning of approximately
seven gallons of gas from her
vehicle. The car was· parked in
Lot A.

Monday night a UNH
student reported the theft of his
$1500 Gill Guitar and case
from his vehicle. The car was
parked in Lot A and unlocked
at the time of the theft.

*****

Police News
Also on Tuesday, there were
two reports of knapsack kid.napping. The values of the
contents stolen is $35 .00 and
$38 .00 and included jewelry,

ID's, books and charge cards.

*****
On Wednesday, Public
Safety Officers were dispatched
to Ballard Street Extension.
There was a report of two men
removing boards from a
construction site. Individuals
in the area were interviewed by
the Officers, but the incident is
still under investigation.

r

OLD FARM PUB
Open 6 PM

Watch U.N.H. Hockey
On 7 Foot T. V.

.
Happy Hour 6 PM - 8 PM
1 Pool Tables

34 Locu st St. Dove r
742-9808

Membe rs and Guc!-its On ly

epartment of the Arts
announces

PRE-REGISTRATION
For

Spring Semester
\Vednesday, November IO
Art Majors 8:30 am - 4:00 pm
Room A201 PCAC (Art Dept. Office)

WL JEANE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES-BY-PHONE:
You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the
stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away- 24
hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find
out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call
might just make your day.
Aries (March 22-April 20) ... 1-212-976-5050
Taurus (April 21-May 21) .... 1-212-976-5151
Gemini (May 22-June 21) .... 1-212-976-5252
Cancer 0une 22-July 23) .... 1-212-976-5353
Leo 0uly 24-Aug. 23) ....... 1-212-976-5454
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) .... 1-212-976-5656
Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
Sunday-Friday 5 pm-11 pm
Sunday-Friday 11 pm-8 am
All Day Saturday
Sunday 8 am-5 pm

Libra (Sept. 24-0ct. 23) ..... 1-212-976-5757
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) ... 1-212-976-5858
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) 1-212-976-5959
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) .. 1-212-976-6060
Aquarius 0an. 21-Feb.19) .. 1-212-976-6161
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 21) .. 1-212-976-6262
1st Min. Extra Min.
These rates apply on calls you
58(Z
39¢
dial yourself, no operator
34¢
24¢
involved, from the Durham area.
23¢
16(Z
Tax
not included.
23¢
16¢
•A service mark of Horoscopes-By-Phone . Inc .
23(Z
16¢

@New England Telephone

You must bring your sign.ed
pre-registration form.

Non-Art Majors 7:00 - 9:00 pm
Carroll-Bellknap Room, MUB
S1uden1s can only register for one person
NOTE: You du mit h<l\'C tu pre-register irith
the Art Depart men/ for courses listed under
Art History in the catalog.

PLEASE DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS
TO THE ART DEPARTMENT A20 I
T~I. 862-2190
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----------COMPUTER
(continued-from page 3)

would have had to do on the
DEC.
Chris Jacobs, a senior who
knows the,basic language, said
the new equipment, "Will
reduce the load on the system
over a IL All the major fields are
goi~g to computer science ~s
the way they solve their
problems".
"Electrical engineering and
mechanical engineering have
always used computers. It's
about time civil engineering
did," he said . .. By having 15 of
those ~pples, we're reducing

PAGE FIVE

the load that we would have functional, but at this point we
had on the DEC system."'
can't do anything about i_t,"
The computers are function~ said Jae.obs.
·
al, but the professors are still
Jirri Thorn, CE senior, said
learning about the system. "Next semester, course 695,
"We're in a transition period," Civil Engineering Projects, will
said Jacobs. In the future, be all computerized projects to
"Students will be better build a Civil Engineering
acquainted to use them. They library of computer programs
won't be so lost."
for the department.
The computer market is
It will be more useful to
changing so fast that ..The students in the future as the
Apple III is a white elephant. It basic language is becoming
was outdated before it was more important with the
finished. It's a good system, I growth of mini computers.,"
just wish it could be more . Thorn said.

FRIDAY, November 5
VIDEO GAMES TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by Games
Room / Student Activities. Games Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
$1 fee. Sign up now in the Games Room. The winner will represent
UNH at The New England Intercollegiate Championship.

SATURDAY, November 6
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination:
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and Color-it Pastels. Paul Creative
Arts Center. Monday-Wednesday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Thursday JO a.m.- .
8 p.m_.; Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m.; closed Fridays and ·
University holidays. Through Dec. 8.
FOOTBALL: vs . Maine, Cowell Stadium, I p.m.
SENIOR RECITAL: Nancy Vaast, flute. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m . .
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY EXHIBITION GAME: vs. Stonehill.
Snively Arena, 7 p.m.

SUNDAY, November 7
MUSO FILM: "' Face to Face" (lngmar Bergman). Memorial Union,

$1.25 ·

. 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1.

ENTIRE FAMILY $2.50

UNH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA AND WOMEN'S CHORUS:
David Seiler and G. Roy Mann, directors, Symphony Orchestra;
Audrey Adams Havsky, director, Women's Chorus. Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.

.,,/r:f>·•..,-t!~ingu~

-,,.

·

the magic

~~: E~~!~s

MU B PU 8: DJ night with the Now Sound Express playing your
requests and the best in recorded music._Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
50cr . UNH ID/ proof of age required.

MONDAY, November 8
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT FILM: "Hamlet" (Laurence Olivier).
Rm. 110, Murkland . 6 p.m.
AMLL FILM: "It's Never Too Late"(Jaime de Arminan). Rm. 303,
James. 7 p.m. $1 . English subtitles. ·

Medical School
Tampico, Mexico

Q.

A.

-

What Makes
A Quality
Medical School?
1. Fine Faculty
2. Good Facilities
3. Quality Student Body
4 . Supervised Clerkship
.Programs for Qualified
3rd and 4th Year Students

TUESDAY, November 9

NOW

6:15-8:30
MICHAEL
O'KEEFE
KAREN
ALLEN

Boble
Flambeur

:,f.JPI..IT
IMAGE

Noreste offers a 4 -year program, has
small classes, is W .H.O. listed.

1 ·,,;,.,,r.,city of th,, .\"o~th E;,st
120 East 41 St. NY.NY 10017

A team of health care

professionals offering

GYNECOLOGICAL
SER\1CES
in all aspects of
women's health care and
gynecological surgery,
including office female
sterilizations and
PREGNANCY TERMINATIONS
All scn·ices pro,ided by an
OB/ G\'N surgeon and
professionally trained staff.

services also include
* Birth Control Counseling
* Pro Choice Pregnancy Couseling

AMLL FILM: "It's Never Too Late"(Jaime de Arminan). Rm. 303,
James, 4 p.m. $1. English subtitles.
·

Capitol's low fares

• Sliding Fee Scale
* Complete CONFIDENTIALITY

Gregory C. Luck

Wherever we~ we have the lowest
un·restricted fares. That means no advance
purchase, no minimum stay. We're always ··
glad to see you, even at the last minute. ··
Make up your.mind today-and by tomorrow, you're on your way!
For reservations and information, call
your Travel Agent or Capitol Air at 212883-0750 in New York Ci~ 312-347-0230 in
Chicago, 213-986-8445 in Los Angeles, 415956-8111 in San Francisco or 305-372-8000
in Miami. Outside these areas, please call
800-227-4865 (8-0-0-C-A-P-I-T-O-L).

SERVING THE PUBLIC FOR 36 YEARS

*

*

.
Chicago
Bo 1
s on
San Franc,sco*'.23 3":;?::sf• ~
LosAngotes-ilf

Hours:
Mondav - Fridav
9 am· - 5 pm·

FINDING A JOB
Learn how to find the hidden job
market

Brussels
.:---**Frankfurt

Phdadel~{r---*

Zurich

M.D. Prof. As..'in.
152 Court St.
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
603-436-6462

FACULTY RECITAL: Roy Mann, viola; Pamela West-Mann,
piano; and David Seiler, clarinet. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 8 p.m.

"What a break!..

* FREE Pregnancy Testing
* Evening Hours

UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S THEATER: "Alladin and His
Magic Lamp" written and directed by UNH theat~rmajor Katherine
Cummings. Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center.
Continues through November 13. Tuesday 9:30 a.m. and l l a.m.;
Wednesday 4 p.m.; Friday 11:30 a.m . and 4 p.m.; Saturday 10 a.m.
and 11:30 a.m. $1.
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Barbara White-American
Women Writers in the Early 19th Century. Hillsborough/ Sullivan
Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.

*********

(212).'>9.J.-6.'>H'J
68:1-6.'>66

Reproductive
Health care@.

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination:
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and Color it Pastels. Paul Creative
Arts Center. Through Dec. 8.

M1am1~~
Puerto Plata*
San Juan

*

~ (:niii·iiA,a
1HE LOWEST FARE

Tuesday, November 9
12:30-2:00 PM
Grafton Room- MUB .
Program Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement Service
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ACADEMIC

stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.

ADDITIONAL ENGLISH COURSESSEMESTER II-LITERARY TOPICS:
595A-Sec. I Imagining the Present: introduction
to literary study through the writings of the last
decade. Mr. Lindberg. Mondays and Wednesdays,
Room 141, Hamilton Smith. I to 2:30 p.m.

CP / M MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE
CLINIC: Question and answer format open to any
interested CP/ M Microcomputer users. Northstar
advantages will be available for demonstrations.
Public domain Microcomputer Applications
Software Library will be introduced. Tuesday,
Nov. 9, 10 a.m. to noon.

595B-Sec. I Advocacy Journalism: Study of
journalists ~ho take _sides.Contemporary
journalists will be , considered. Mr. Me~ton.
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Room 141 Hamilton
Smith, 9:30 to 11 a.m.

5C

PHOTO COPY
SPECIAL
81/2 X

T'HE "POT SOCK"
Are you tired of having dreary
flower pots in your room? Why

MAILMERG: A program for CP / M
microcomputers that produces repetitive
documents with individualized text produced by
WordStar. Prerequisite is WordStar. Wednesday,
Nov. 10, 10 a.m. to noon. Fee $2.

595C-Sec. I Introduction to Third W_orld
Literature: Course will consider some of the ht. to
come out of the Third World since the e!1d of
colonialism. Cesaire, Wolcott, Achebe, Na1pual,
Garcia Marquez ('82 Nobel Prize Winner)_. Mr.
Siddall, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fndays.
Room 139, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. to noon.

not decorate them with a
potsock? They are hand-

COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER

rafted, quilted pot covers
. ; :;. and come in three popular
.• .. sizes and colors.
Package of 3 for sg_9 6.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

ONGOING FEMINIST SUPPORT GROUP:
Sponsored by Counseling & Testing and Women's
Center. Mondays, Room 134, Women's Center,
Memorial Uni·o n, 7:30 p.m. For additional
information contact Jo-t.llen Yale at 862-2090.

CAREER
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement. For stud~nts who
find it difficult to schedule regular appointments
with staff. Monday, Nov. 8. MU B Balcony Table,
Memorial Union I :30 to 3:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES AT THE
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER: .. Coping
With Stress"-Tom Dubois. Wednesday, Nov. IO,
Schofield House. 7 to 9 p.m.

FINDING A JOB: Sponsored by Career Planning
& Placement. Tuesday, Nov. 9, Grafton Room.
Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.

GENERAL

To order write to: "Potsock"
Box 2082
Babcock Hall, UNH

HETZEL HALL DANCE--A-THON FOR
N.H. KIDNEY FOUNDATION: Registration
packets now available at all area desks, MUB or
contact Kim or Terri, Room 205, Hetzel Hall, 21611. Dance to be held Feb. 4,5 and 6.

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Tuesday,
Nov. 9, Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 4:30 to
7 p.m.

VIDEO GAMES TOURNAMENT: Sponsored
by Games Room/ Student Activities. Winner will
represent UNH at the New England Intercollegiate
Championship. Friday, Nov. 5, Games Room,
Memorial Union, 7 p.m., $ J· fee. Sign up now at
Games Room desk.

NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB
MEETING: Tuesday, Nov. 9, NHOC Office.
Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m.
GERMAN CLUB DINNER: Bring something to
eat on Friday, Nov. 5, Marston House mini1o~m.
7 p.m. For more information and for those w1shmg
to join call 742-4308.

ABORTION: Illegal . b)" Constitutional
Amendment? Anti-choice vs. pro-choice- what are
their arguments? Film and discussion. Men and
women show your concern. Sponsored by Political
Interest Mini Dorm. Monday, Nov. 8, Richardson
House. 8 p.m.

. HANDICAPPED STUDENTS' ORGANIZATION MEETING: Monday, Nov. 8, Room 318,
McConnell, 6:30 p.m.

COMPUTER SERVICES
· Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required . Call 862-3527 or

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: .. Greek
Art" by Margot 0. Clark: Tuesday, Nov. 9, room
303, James, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

11"

,CAMPUS COPY 47 Main St. 868-2450

Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery

FURNITURE CLEARANCE SALE
(to make room for our new mens wear
department!)

GREAT BUYS ON CHAIRS!
~

Unique Christmas Gifts) ·-,

~

TAI PAN ALLEY

another new store from the folks at MACRO POLb &
WHOLLY MACRO.

"Special gifts for special people."

American Can·cer Society

17 Ceres St.
Portsmouth

open 7 da_ys a week
436-8383

Another Macro Polo Production

COSA

YOO DESERVE THE CREDIT!

LINDA

Join the thousands of students who have earned college
credits studyin.g abroad in CCIS programs.

250/o OFF ALL- CLOTHING
Through Nov. 7

ENGLAND ISRAEL IRELAND GHANA SPAIN ITALY
DENMARK EGYPT SWITZERLAND MEXICO CANADA
FRANCE INDIA GERMANY

Sample Prices

Reg.

Now

Brushed Alpaca Sweaters

49.95 2/89

,37.46 2/66.75

Wool Mexican Sweaters

49.95 2/89

37.46 2/66.75

29.95 - 89.95

22.46 - 67.49

19.95

14.96

Jergas (Cotton Jackets)

16.95

12.71

Wool Scarves

12.95

9.71

6.95

5.21

Ponchos
Muslin Mexican Wedding Shirts

Wool Caps

LOW COST QCJAUTY PROGRAMS
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

SPRING SEMESTER 1/Y DUBUN
IJVStrrarE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12- l'SCREDTTS
SUMMER PRCXiRAMSATTRINITYCOLLEGE
DUBUN
Dr. John J . Mclean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243
:.-:11llH

a

ml.nol/.

COLLEGE

CONSORTIUM FOR INTE NAiflONAL
UDIES
....

I

-.......::..,..~
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Sununu crowd enthusiastic · over victory
By Matt Purwinis
.
Midway through his
concession speech, Governor
Hugh Gallen was commenting
on the inequities and injustices
in the state's tax system. The
crowd watching on the giant
television screen from Sununu
headquarters at the Highway
Hotel in Concord had already
been heckling Gallen 's image
and was preparing for more.
image and was preparing for
inore.
"There is something
basically wrong when people
are forced out of the homes
they've worked for because
tht:y can't afford 10 pay their
property taxes," Gallen said.
"Pity story! Sob story! The
pledge lives forever!" yelled Al
Phelan, a middle aged business
consultant from Concord.
"There was an integrity
problem with Gallen," Phelan
said later in a more subdued
voice. Embroidered into the
lapel of his sport coat was a red
rose with the words "right to
life" embroidered underneath
it.
"Gallen was instrumental in
establishing the abortion mill
in Portsmouth. Sununu will do
all he can to protect the sanctity
of human life,'' he said.
The hecklers were soon
pacified however. At midnight,
ten minutes after Gallen 's
speech, John Sununu entered
the hallway leading to the
Pierce room to deliver his first
victory speech since winning

his State Representative race
l O years ago.
The room teemed with .
anticipation.
The Skip Davidson Band
jumped intoan _inspired version
of Earth, Wind and Fire's
"Celebrate." The band, a duo
and a half consisting of a
guitarist, - bassist and d~um
computer had already given
four hours of entertainment to
the crowd of almost 400.
Suddenly Governor-elect
Sununu, who resembles a gia.nt
Koala bear, entered the room
which exploded with cheers
and wild applause.
He reached the podium
where he was flanked by wife
Nancy and their eight children,
all of whom resemble their
father.
Waving to the crowd,
Sununu hoisted a fresh-off-thepress copy of The Manchester
Union Leader with a headline:
"Sununu the Winner" and
promised to "get this state
moving again" and to be a
governor the state "will be
proud of."
After an eight year absence
from elected office, Sununu
stated that he was ready to take
on the difficult challenge" that
will lie in the "two very tough
years ahead."
For many Sununu supporters it was a long wait for their
moment of glory. NBC
projected Sununu the victor at
8 p.m. and ABC had followed
at 9:20.

While Sununu downplayed
the early projections, his
supporters and staff were
confident most of the evening. ,
After the 10:30 CBS victory
projection, it was rumored that
Sununu would soon be down
from his suite to deliver the
victory speech but press
secretary William ...- Herman
quelled the unconfirmed
report.
"We 're basically waiting for
the governor to make the first
move" he told the now restless
crowd. "It's the proper thing to
do."
During the long wait under
the hright television lights ::1nd

colorful streamers, the crowd
busied themselves with various
activities.
Some hovered near the large
. screen television watching
election returns.
Hot and cold hors d 'oeuvres
were ser.ved at a buffet table in
the middle of the room.
The cash bar, serving both
mixed drinks and bottled beer,
did a thriving business
throughout the evening.
Charles A. Tarbellar, cochairman of the UNH Students
for Sununu, said that he _was
"feeling pretty good" ~bo~t the.
results that were commg m.
At intermittent periods
Tarbellar turned on the battery
operated visor he purchased at
Filene 's children's department.
When connected, small
lights flashed along the brim.
Sununu's wife Nancy wore a·
constant smile.

Gallen 's end came soon
By Brion O'Connor
The end came much sooner than
any of the Gallen faithful had
expected or hoped for.
Most of his supporters, crowded
into the Convention Center at the
Sheraton Wayfarer in Bedford, NH ,
were busy bracing themselves for a
long drawn-out battle that would
surely last into the small hours of the
morning.
The converstions were encouraging as many reminisced of 1978 and
Hugh Gallen 's stunning eleventh
hour upset victory over thenincumbent Mel · Thomson. The
majority anticipated a close vote, a~d
the figures showed Gallen stea~lly
gaining on John Sununu, reducing
an earlier deficit of 55-45 percent to a
narrow 50-47 percent. Yet at
11 :30 Tuesday night,
incumbent New Hampshire

governor Hugh Gallen conceded his
race for re-election to GOP
challenger John Sununu.
At the time of Gallen 's concession,
the polls showed Sununu still
commanding 51 percent of the votes(100,739), compared to 47 percent
garnered by Gallen (92,946), and 2
percent for absentee independant
Mel Thomson (3 ,375), with 238 of
NH's 299 precincts reporting.
The general consensus of Gallen 's
braintrust, Chief of Staff Dayton
Duncan and Campaign Manager
Peter Goelz, was that the Governor ·
had little hope for overcoming the
8,000 vote deficit in the remaining 61
precincts, and there was no point to
prolonging the event.
"We lost Manchester two years·
ago, even when we took the state by a
landslide margin," Duncan said.

Governor Hugh Gallen conceding deafeat. (Brion O'Connor photo)

John Sununu in Concord Tuesday night. (Tim Skeer photo)

When asked what she would
do now that it was apparent she
would become- a governor s
wife Nancy said "the sink is still
full of dirty dishes and the
clothes need to be washed and

Jim Boyd, news anchorman
from channel five in Boston
seemed bored during the delay.
He was seen singing along to
"On Broadway" and "King ofthe Road'.' while waiting to give
live reports.
·

Sign .up Now .in Room 125
of the MUB
Monday-Wednesday 12 ..3 ·
Tuesday-Thursday 2-5
-

~

Senior Portraits begin
.· November 8th
Hurry-whjle there is still space! ·
Senior portraits wi.ll last from _
November 8 - Decemb.
er 3
. There _will be no Senior portraits second semester.

I .

,

•

· Distribution of the

1982 Granite
will begin

Monday, November 8th
from 11 :00 to 3.~oo
iit room 145 of the MUB .
To students who attended the Universtiy of New Hampshire in _
1981- 82 an~ paid the SAF fee.

Distr_ibution will be on a first come first serve basis.

I

University Forum
Three voices on rape and assault
I've been raped. Wh~n I hear people say it doesn't
happen at UNH I become incredibly angry. It does
happen; it happens more than anyone realizes. Only
one in ten rapes is reported.
Just a couple of weeks ago there was a rape in E
lot. I'm now paranoid when I walk from my car to
my dorm, only 100 yards apart. Something has to
be done.
Acquaintance rape is probably the most
unreported form of rape. The woman often feels she
was at fault; she asked for it. This was my case. I
never reported it because of the social stigmatism,
pressure, fear, and I felt that I could have prevented
it. Maybe I could have prevented 1t, but why should
I have had to "prevent" it? I didn't want to cause
trouble.Besides I had to face my attacker every day
in school. I went through the trauma alone.
There's a third dimension to rape--gang ·rape. It
has to be the most terrifying ordeal a woman could
go through . Imagine being trapped and forced to
submit to the will of others, to be robbed of any
chance to escape.
Something has to be done. I'm talking about
attitudes and awareness. Rape is not acceptable
behavior, no matter what the circumstances. Legal
systems are now becoming aware that simply
because a woman talks, walks, dresses, or behaves
in a certain manner it ·aoesn 't give a male
permission to take liberties with her. It's time
certain men at UNH realize that when a woman
says no, she means no. _Rape is sexual penetration
resulting from cohersion (physical and / or
emotional}. Often the threat of death is used to
manipulate the victim into submission and silence.
Rape is not a sexual crime; it\ a crime of violence.
Because of this threat to my safety I can't visit
anyone outside of my building at night. It makes me
mad. I have to stop believeing "it can't happen to
me" because it can and did. That makes me mad.
My boyfriend has to comp_romise his study_patterns
so I don't walk from Spaulding to the library to
meet him after my night lab. It makes me mad. I
can't help but look at any man at night as a
potential rapist. It's not fair to him and (t !llakes me

Report it
Rape has become an issue of glaring concern on
campus in the last several semesters. There has been
a slow and steady increase in the number of rapes so
that it is not an isolated or rare event, but a regular
occurrence.
Although there was only one rape reported on
campus last week, I have been made aware of at
least two more. According to national statistics,
about-ten rapes occur for every one that is reported.
The Women's Center here on campus estimates that
as many as tnirty rapes may have been committed
last week alone, at UNH. That's a lot of rapes.
In talking to people, both men and women, I
have detected two attitudes toward ·this problem,
both of which are destr\lctive. One of those
attitudes reflects the old .. it won't happen to me"
thinking. The other view that I have encountered is
fatalistic. It runs like, "yea, it's a problem, but
there's nothing you can do about it."
Both of these attitudes are dead wrong. It can
happen to you and it very well may happen to you-and there are things we can do about it. The time to
act is not after it has happened to you, or your
sister, or your girlfriend, or your mother. We can't
wait for SO!lleone else to solve the problem either.
Rape is a problem that affects all of us and all of us
can help to prevent another rape from happening.
Solutions begin with you and me.
There are several precautions a woman can take.
Walking through campus infrequently, fast or
cautiously just won't do. There are mini-courses in
self-defense given periodically on campus and these
are recommended. There is an escort service on
campus that is available for women who must walk
through campus at night (862-1427). It is free and
easy to use.
A more active way to combat rape is to join one

mad_. I'm spending $20,000. for a four year
education and I'm restricted in my pursuit because I
shouldn't go out after dark. Unless I get someone to
go with me, I can't go to the library, computer
clusters, lab, classes, workshops, or helpsessions.
You name it and if it occurs after dark my lifestyle is
paralyzed. Since it's dark at 5:00, I'm forced to call
the Escort Service in order to get to my lab safely.
I'm afraid · for my friends. Some of them, as
fantastic as. they are, would be emotionally
crippled. I'm not mad anymore; I'm outraged that
this is allowed to go on. My freedom has been
stripped away by a few men. No, men is a word I
preter to use m a positive way-denoting maturity
and humaneness. It doesn't· apply to the a_ssholes
who rape and brutalize others.
This paragraph is dedicated to the male
population of the campus:The majority of you are
decent people. I wish I could convey the terror, the
helplessness, the loss of control, the hate, the
humiliation that occurs during a rape. You're no
longer a person. You're an empty beer bottle
throw·n across the parking lot on a Saturday night,
stripped of your dignity and used as· an outlet for
hate, frustration and an object of abuse. The rapist
may feel it makes him a man to inflict fear and pain,
to control another's life and sense of dignity.
How much of a man are you when others hold the
woman down so you too can have your turn? Put
yourself in the woman's place; caught and
restrained on her back by two or -more persons,
trapped and humiliated wide open and vulnerable
to the world. It's bad enough whe~ it's done by only
one, but to be repeatedly . assaulted, there's no
excuse.
Men of UNH I ask you to look around you and
assess th~ situation. Half of your university is
persecuted by virtue of their sex. Get rid of your
apathy. Don't let your female friends go out alone
at night. Rapists don't care. It's a proven fact, they
usually rape more than once--next time it may be
your girlfriend, your sister, your friend. How will
you handle it if it happens? What will you do if she
comes home and says "I've been raped." It's not

Joshua Gordon
of the groups on campus that concern themselves
with this. Last semester a committee headed by
David Flanders mapped out the safest and most
well-lit routes to take when walking through
campus. That map is on page 50 of your Caboodle.
I would like to see a continuation of that effort and
a push for police patrol of those routes as well.
The best thing that one can do to prevent rapes is
to REPORT THE ONES THAT H~PPEN. With
only one official rape each week, it ·does not look
like much of a problem to the police. If all the rapes
were reported, I think we would see action quickly.
It is e_asy to brush off one rape, but absolutely no
one can ignore thirty.
There are steps men can take also. A good
beginning would be to volunteer some time to a
group called SHARP (Sexual Harassment And
Rape Program). This organization runs programs
aimed at rape prevention and has both payed and
volunteer. positions open to students. The women's
Center also aims many of its activities toward rape
prevention and includes men in its programs.
The most effective thing a man can do is talk
about the problem of rape. If an issue is made about
it, it cannot be ignored.
There is no one else that is going to solve the
problem. Rape concerns all of us and we all must
take steps against it. Community action programs
against crime have worked in numerous places in
this country and they work because people together
make a difference. You cannot wait until you get
raped or your girlfriend gets raped. Do something
to prevent that. Do something now.

Joshua Gordon is an outspoken Student Senator
who does his best writing when hes angry.

only her problem.You h~ve to deal wit_h her coming
to terms with the rape. Her entire personality may
change. Her sexual desire may disappear and the
thought of sex may repulse her. She may be gun shy
of any sudden movements if she was beaten. The
potential changes during the aftermath are infinite.
I hope you 're strong enough to deal with her
struggle to regain control of her like. Think about
it, please.
·
Women, don't be naive or brave. Don't believe it
can't happen to you. It can. Think of all the yous to
whom it's alrea_dy happened.
I commend the women who have had the co11rnge
to report their assaults and rapes; it takes so much
courage. I never had that courage when my luck ran
out. When a woman makes the decision to report a
. rape, she is often blamed by people who don't
understand or care. Luckily, people are becoming
more understanding of the woman's needs and
feelings.No woman asked to be dehumanized, to be
beaten, to have her life threatened.It's not you're
fault, no matter what happened. If you didn't want
sex, your decision should have been respecte~L1 wish more women were able to report these
crimes. As I said before most rapists are repeat
offenders; don't let them go free to continue. The
only difference between murder and rape is that the
rape victim has to remain alive to deal with the
horrors. I wished I were dead at the time. It is a
difficult decision to make, but the people who care
about you will be there to suport you.
To those women who couldn't report their
attack, I understand the guilt, self-blame, and
embarassment. I felt I should .. protect" mv
assailant,just as many other women do.I didn't
want to get him into trouble;now I wish I had had
him strung up and castrated with a rusty tin can lid. ·
Yes, it's barbaric but I hate him and it's a deep dark ·
pit of hate that I wish I never had to discover I
possessed. Believe me, it wasn't your fault. It's your
choice not to report, but please consider this: if you
don't let anyone know, no one can stop him. Even if
you anonymously call and tell someone,you 're
letting them know that there is a problem. Fear is
the rapist's best friend. Don't give him that power.
The Quakers have a line of belief called Bearing
Witness. _They have a choice if they see a wrong
being committed. They may intervene or do
nothing.If they chose to do nothing they may not
turn away and ignore it. These crimes do happen in
your backyard.Are you going to look away?
A woman is jogging. Her route takes her through
the musky wooded roads of Newmarket and Lee. A
man drives by yelling obscenities, "I'm coming to
fuck you, bitch!", he swerves to hit her,,misses and
drives on. With her heart in her throat, she runs.
Home~ she cries - and the next day she stays in. No
training, no marathon, just fear.
Powerless males use sexual harrassment as a tQol
for subjugating women.
Another woman is dragged into a dormitory
shower, stripped of her clothes, degraded, and then
assaulted. Afraid of loosing the friendship of the
men in their dorm, her friends turn their backs on
her and rationalize, "She must have asked for it."
These scenerios are true. In 1976, a survey of 9000
women revealed that 88% encountered sexual
harrassment on the job. I would venture a ·guess
that a similar proportion is true of women at this
university. If you have been the victim of a verbal or
physical sexual assault, there are a number of places
_ you can go where there are people who care. The
Women's Center, MUB rm. 134, (862-1968) offers
support and legal referral for women who have ·
been harrassed. If you are a dormitory resident, you
can bring the matter to the attention of your head
resident or area coordinator. The Rape Task Force
(contacted through Health Services}, and the Dean
of Students Office will also support and advise
victims of assault.
Please care and report it - for the sake of other
women as well as yourself.
Thank you
( Please do not print my name, for I fear further
assault.)
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Editorial,
Forest Park Deeds alarms
Residential Life has a serious problem to
deal with: residents of Forest Park, UNH's
apartment complex, say the fire alarm system
there is inadequate. And whether fire officials
recommend the situation be improved or not,
Residential Life must make the apartments
safe.
Extra costs are a burden to Residential Life
officials. -But when it comes to safety, everyone

has to agree the money is well spent.
The most recent complaints arose after a
small, day-time curtain fire last month.
. Residents fear that if the fire had occured at
night, or if it had been larger, there could have
been fatalities.
Residents' complaints include having only
one exit in sections of the wooden frame

building, and having no smoke alarms.
The building does have heat detectors, but
residents say they've had fires there before that
haven't set them off. Smoke detectors, on the
othe~ hand, -are designed to warn residents
before a fire rages an apartment or hallway,
not after.
Residential Life officials should install an
adequate fire alarm system immediately.

A waste of money
Sure, there are laws~ but when the equivalent
of 25 cases of beer - much of it unopened -- are
thrown away, we wonder if something's wrong.
Durham police, over the past six months,
confiscated or found a large quantity of beer,
wine, and liquor. On Monday they threw all of
it away; it" was crushed in a trash compactor
and hauled to the town landfill.

There_is no problem with police taking the
booze; but why is it thrown away? Even with
the cheapest beer, 25 cases would be worth at .
least $200.
The state rule that prevents the resale of the
confiS.cated liquor should be changed. The
liquor could be sold by the t?wn for additional

state income, returned to state liquor stores for ·
additional state income; or sold to earn money
for a charitable organization.
Certainly Durham ranks high in the amount
of confiscated booze, but other New
Hampshire towns would profit from resale as
well. What we're doing now is throwing away
money.

Letters

--------------------------------------------------------------------~

travel fonds. All long-distance
phone calls are to be paid for by the
faculty members initiating them. It
is my understanding that even with
these cuts, the Mathematics
Department budget will probably
To the Editor:
be insufficient to cover minimal
I feel that my position regarding operating expenses _through the
the budget cuts in the Mathematics end of the year. And , beyond
Department was sorely misrepres- minimal expenses, the Department
ented in the article of Tuesday, is expected to share the ~osts of
November 2. In this letter, I interviewing candidates for several
attempt to rectify what I perceive tenure-track faculty positions this
to be distortions of my position. I Spring.
also include a brief statement of
So the decision to stop all
my feelings concerning education photocopying was a severe
at UNH.
measure which the Department
I am in complete sympathy with was forced to take after exhausting
Paul Houle's anger at the effects of. other possibilities . The
the budgetary situation on the Department had no choice given
integrity of the educational process the budgetary situation.
at UNH.
It seems to me that this incident
However, I did not urge my is symptomatic of a much bigger
students .. to actively petition the problem facing UNH faculty and
Chairman of the Department and administrators: we seem to have
the President of the University to forgotten that our common goals
ease the problem." I told them that are education and scholarship.
the situation was upsetting to me Education cannot be a priority at
personally, because of my concern an institution where insufficient
for their education. I also told emphasis is placed on the quality
them that I had no control over the of teaching or on the needs of
matter, and so complaints should students. The lack. of support for
be addressed to the Chairman or effective teaching usually results in
the Dean.
very subtle detrimental effects on
It is also not true that I .. cannot the education of our students. This
rationalize the Department's "photocopying incident" is an
decision . " The Department's obvious instance of how this lack
. decision to stop all photocopying of support is manifested. It is a
was not taken lightly. The action trivial problem in the sense that it
was taken at a meeting where the can be solved by money alone. The
Mathematics Department faculty other more insidious problems can
seriously considered removing all - onl y be solved by a conscious
telephones from faculty offices in deci sion to make education and
an effort to survive the year on the scholarship our priorities.
allotted budget. This budget leaves
Marie A : Gaudard
the Departmen~ with absolutely no
Assista nt Prof es1or

Math Dept.

Writing letters to the Editor
L.errers 10 1he Edi1<>r fo r 1mhlica tiun in The Ne11· Ha m p.~·hire
,n us! he signed an d no longer !lw n 111·0 pages l_rped, douh le spaced.
Leners ma r he hroughl to Room 151 in !he MUB, or mailed 10:
Fd iwr, Th,, Ne11· Hampsh ire , Room 15/, MUB, L'NH. Durham.
_/Y_ H. 03824.

UNH. In any event, I feel that the sophomores drink Pepsi and study
· money could have been put to a all weekend?
As a -graduating senior, I can
better use.
As Ron pointed out in his honestly say that nothing has
·article, the issue of alcoholism here changed with regards to alcohol
at UNH seems to be one of image, consumption in my three and a
not substance. Sure, each year the half years hereat UN H. I intend to
alcohol rules are stricter on paper, graduate in December unless
To the Editor:
but walk into almost any dorm and President Handler finds something
I would like to thank Ron
have fun dodging the broken beer wrong with my transcript. The
Winslow for his excellent article on bottle glass in the stairwells. Better alcohol rules are stricter in theory,
the idiocracy of the burning of the still, stand by a dumpster on a however the students' consumpAlumnus. This article entitled,
Sunday or Monday morning and tion remains the same. Why didn't
.. The real cost of the Alumnus" listen to the roar as case upon case President Handler consider these
appeared in last Friday's (October of bottles crash into the now issues before she fooiishly wasted
29th) edition of The New overflowing dumpster. Are we $10,000 by having the Alumnus
Hampshire's Forum Section. It's supposed to believe that all this burned? If she had perhaps she
about time that someone from
beer was consumed by the few wouldn't have reached the same
within the University system had
twenty year olds who ,eside in the decision!
the courage and drive to stand up dorms , while the eighteen and
Robinsen D. Terrill
to the foolishness that President ninetee~ear old freshmen and
Dover, N.H .
Handler tries to impress people
with. Her policies seem to reflect
those of President Reagan,
impress fv e in theor y, yet
inconsequential in practice .
In the first pl~ce I see nothing
GREG FLEMMING. Editor
wrong with a female graduate,
appropriately attired in a cap an~
LI N D A MARLER. Managing Edit o r
gown, .holding a corked b"ottle of
DEl'\' N IS Du BOI S . Ma na gi ng Edit o r
T OM MOO ' EY. Ne ws Edit o r
T R ACY CA RI.SO N. 'ms Ed itor
champagne, a symbol of her
WILLIAM PITT S . Fea tures Editor
TODD BAI.I- . Sports Edi tor
waiting to celebrate until · after a
T IM S KEER . Phot o Ed itor
MARTl--! A T HOMAS . Fo rum Edit o r
f ine accomplishment. This ,
however, ma y be a matter of
J IM SI NG E R. Busi ness M a nager
opinion. President Handler seems
CATHY SA UNDER S . Ad ve rtisi ng Manage r
so concerned with alcohol, its
policies and effects on students,
Ad vertising Associates J ulie Somers
J ulie Dead \'
that I just have to ask if that
R o bin Peters
All ison Moody
Mary S ulliva n
Beth Des Ma ra is
Ma tt Pu rwin is
$10,000 could have been put to a
Ste ph e n Parker
National News Editor Mary Doyle
Ma ura Qu iglc~
better use. I understand that the
C hervl Dulak
T .J. Reever
Asst. Business Manager Da , id Andrews
C ha riie Erhe nbcck
Ra) R o uthi er
Jera ld Evans
Chief Photographer
$ I 0,000 came from gifts to the
Sheri Fra ncis
J ulie Scarame ll a
Caro l) n Blackmar
Cartoonist
University, but what of the people
Kristi
ne
Fries
v.
ick
Pe
ter Sc hl esi nge r
Brion O 'Connor
Photographers
.John Gold
Martha Sleep
who made the gifts ma king up that
Henri Barber
Circulation Manager
Ci ndv Gorm lc ,
Julie Su pp le
$ I0 ,000? Wouldn 't th ey have
Ro) l.cnard,on
J o natha n Blake
.Julie -Hanauer·
Susan Sv.enson
Circulati on Assistant
Mike Kaplan
Enc M . Heath
Carol s,1, ia
rather seen the money go into a
Da\l· Scharf
Ste,e McCann
I.aura H inds
Dana Ward
more worthy ca use than re placing
Copy Read ers
Production Associates Cn--ial Jackson
Mark X. Wet, ,ter
the cover of the Alumnus? Didn't
Pall\ Adams
Ann Bc,ilacqua
Ka.thy Johnson
D . D . 'wil,on
.lulu: Alger
Andrev. Harmon
Lisa Karal..o,ta,
.lcan111e Zandi
t h ey cele b ra t e when they
Carol Culligan
.James Morton
Technical S upervisors
Chen! Kimball
gra duated? Perhaps the $10,000
Rob~rt 1.ahc,
I ori f-lctche1
Debbie Metcalfe
Repo rters
Dan landrig.an
Robin Peter,
Ed itorial Assistant
could have gone towards helping
Julie Abramson
l.arn
l.aPointe
C1nd,
Adam,
T)pish
Patt, Adam,
this year's fres hmen or next fall's
Katti~ l.oughl111
Grap.hie Ma nager
Brenda B, m e
Da,;d Andrev.,
Kathleen Manni\
class in some prevent ive way.
Cath\ Cailinan
And\ Arno ld
Sane Hoover
Maggie McKcmen
Cind,
Gua,
Mar}
Bartlet
Perhaps the $10,000 could have
Gra phic Assistants
lk111,c Morisseau
Lisa ·Hansc;n
Kath, Brev.er
C.111ger Bragdon
gone towards non-alcoholic
Lli,abL·t h M ulhernn
Kare
n
.lnhn,nn
Peter·
Clark
I lkn Dillon
Heth Or,echav.,l..i
Cami '\aoa,
alternatives for the students of
Ke nt Cherrington
Moira Mtlana110
Patt~ O'Dell

Alumnus

he New Hampshir

I .cm Shields

Ste,e Damish

Kimberl~ :'\cbllll
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Campaign tactics make big difference
her candidate.
_The article she brought to represent
Sylvester was about a debate between the two
candidates. The important thing, though, the
representative said, was the last three
When candidates are in a race as tight as the
paragraphs that said Sylvester had put up 200 ·
one between Dudley Dudley and Geraldine
kids
in her home and reemphasized that she
Sylvester for a seat on the Executive
doesn't think national politics are an issue in
Governor's Council, it is not uncommon for
the campaign.
the issues affecting the decision to go beyond
The worker wanted to make sure the voters
who can do the job better.
knew Sylvester had a kind heart and took
It becomes a face-off over what the
wanton children into her home. This reflects
candidates have done in the past, who they've
her concern for students, she said.
been associated with and what they hope to
Workers at Dudley·s campaign were happy
aspire to in the future.
to provide a detailed outline of the candidate's
A main issue in this campaign was
itinerary for the upcoming days, while
Reaganomics and whether it was an issue at all
Sylvester's people did not know where she was
.in the Governor's Council.
Dudley feels · national issues such as. · going to be when without a lot of heeming and
hawing and confused conversation.
Reagonomics are a key ingredient in the
I made a call to find out where she was going
Executive Council race and asked Sylvester to
on a particular day and the person on the other
discuss those issues. But she feels they are not
end said, "I only come in to answer the phones,
important to the campaign.
I don't know what's going on."
This dichotomy in attitude towards the ·
Someone at her campaign headquarters said
relationship between local and national
she was supposed to be speaking at Yoken 's
politics was reflected in the way they have both
Restaraunt in Portsmouth last Thursday.
handled their campaigns.
Upon arriving, though, I found that no one in
When Dudley wanted to conduct interviews
the restaraunt had any idea she was coming or
with local papers, her campaign manager
even that she was supposed to be coming.
called the news office and set up a half hour
Just as I was leaving, Sylvester and her
appointment. Dudley showed up on time,
campaign manager, Ann Torr, drove up in a
conducted a relaxed interview and left a half
red Sunbird with a bright green Sylvester sign
hour later. ·
on the roof. She emerged, tanned, perfumed,
After an article appeared in the papers, one
arms loaded with pamphlets and buttons that
of Sylvester's campaign workers called and
read, "Sylvester, Sylvester" and scurried into
asked that Sylvester's picture appear on the
front page with a press release ( which they . the restaraunt.
She said, · no, she wasn't making a public
would provide).
speech but she was going to talk to some
The representative said Sylvester was a busy
members of the Rotary Club. Ten minutes
woman and would not be able to fit in an
before she arrived, a busload of Women's
interview before press deadline on the next
Auxiliary members had come in swarms of
afternoon. She would, however, be happy to
grey hair and canes.
bring over some pamphlets and articles about

By: Tracy: Carlson

Sylvester seized the opportunity and
scurried into the room where they were-, and
after a brief introduction, -began chatting with
the ladies.
Her campaign manager stayed out in the
lobby to field any questions about Sylvester's
opinions c;m the issues being debated between
her and her opponent.
She couldn't answer one about Sylvester's
views on Reaganomics and said she (Sylvester)
had a very busy schedule that day and would
not be able to answer questions. She could,
howevPr, answer some by phone.
Later that afternoon her manager called,
asked· if I was ready to talk to her candidate
and then handed the phone over to Sylvester.
A smooth voice came over the phone that
-abruptly turned stern when I mentioned her
stand on Reaganomics. She recovered her
composure quickly and said she never
publically supported Reaganomics and felt
that wasn't even an issue in this race.
She said she had no qualms about someone
following her around on her campaign route
("They're public aren't they?") but when it
came time to-find-out her itinerary, her workers
d~d not know where she would be going and
asked why I hadn't called last week. But I had
called last week and they said then that they
wouldn't know the schedule for a few days and •
I should call later.
The unorganization that exists in Sylvester's
office did not throw a favorable light on the
candidate. If she wanted to appear organized,
profes~ional, and capable of perfonning the
job, she should have put together a team of
organized and professional workers.
If candidates were chosen solely by their
campaigns, this choice wo~ld by quite clear.
1
_

Tracy Carlson is news editor of .The New ·
Hampshire.
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Hey, You Little Rascals

.

,

The 2nd annual student talent show
wants to make you a star!
registration forms are now available in
room 126/ MUB

Prizes:

1st - $150
2nd - $50
3rd - Two tickets to a SCOPE Concert

Hurrul Registration Deadline Is nou. 12thll .
Sponsored by SCOPE, Student Activites, MUSO, Programming Fund Organization
and the 2nd Annual Talent Show Committee.
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Arts & Features
" Men At Work " play a polished show at the Metro
H a y co m pl a i n e d th a t ,
" ... normally by this stage in
Australia someone would have
thrown up on stage ... ".
Ham stuck with hokey cueins to songs; introducing
"Down Under" by saying,_
"There's no reason to assume
that North America is up ... We
can be up on top of the world,
and you can be down under!"
Hay played up to the
audience on this song with a
sing-along gimic, leading the
audience through three straight
refrains. There was no question that this song gets a lot of

airplay - every person was able
to shout the lyrics with full
confidence.
"Helpless Automation"
brought the musical intensity
to a peak with strong guitar
interplay between Hay and
Lead guitarist Ron Strykert.
Ham spit out the uncharacteristicly cynical lyrics, while the
sound man worked-in a
dramatic echo affect. The song
finished in a straight forward,
street-rocking style that
. showed the potential power of
·this band's music.
The work by the group's
\
\
Men At Work members (right to left) Ron Strykert, Greg Ham, Colin Hay,Jerry Speiser,and
sound man was essential.
John Rees.
·
Taking advantage of the fine
By Mark Webster
band played a rambunctious .. wrong with thi-s audience, and acoustics in the Metro, he
The British tried it first in yet controlled hour and a half they took advantage early on to - created a mix that almost
1770, when they were repulsed set that totally satisfied an test out some new numbers. On· equaled the 8Uperb quality of
by hostile mobs, and again in adoring throng.
:•Leaving This World," Horn the studio LP.
The necessary rendition of
the I960's, when the reception
Properly punctual for an and Keyboard player Greg
was overwhelming. Now the eleven o'clock start, the band Ham dual-soloed on synthesiz- "Who Can It Be Now" (which ·
Aussies have launched their was led by leader/ vocalist/ er and saxophone, driving the is startmg to ride high on the
own invasion of our shores. guitarist Colin Hay who crowd · to a frenzy with his over-played song chart), was
Men At Work.: landed at saluted crisply andjumped into scorching sax work. Several made very interesting with a
Boston's Metro Wednesday a finger-picked intro to "I Can other new pieces were accepted burner opening on guitar by
night and completely won over See It In Your Eyes." The with glee by the blinkly- Strykert. After a couple
minutes of quality rambling
a sold-out audience of restless _crowd instantly recognized this adoring crowd.
natives.
cut from the album, roaring
Ham and Hay filled breaks over the frets, one was prepared
. Riding high on the success of with approval.
between songs with witty to see Lou Reed strut out and
.
·their current release, Business
It was clear from the start -· banter loaded with Australian _ sing "Sweet Jane."
Instead, the banq strolled
As Usual, the five-member - . that The Men could, do no humor. After the fourth song,
I

~

\

'

\·

-through a satisfying version that stuck straight to the album
format. The earsplitting cheerat the ending was enough to
bring a froth to my warm beer.
The set ended with drummer
Jerry Speiser attacking his
drum set in a furious solo that
extended over ten minutes.
flam and Hay led the crowd
through cheers a·s they strutted
back and forth like dancing
roosters, then danced through
Speiser's final rolls in a fashion
that mimicked the drumming
blitz.
·
Chant:s of "Men At Work"

brought the band back out for
three encores. Ham, an impishtype who seemed to enjoy
presenting his lithe body in a
skin-tight get-up, toyed with
the crowd, saying, "We came
back for a reason-I don't know
what it was, but I think it was
YOU!
These last three songs gave
Stryke.r t a chance to show off
on guitar. On a new song by
Ham, the hollow-eyed guitarist
put his shiny Yamaha through
heavy abuse, jerking at the
strings with his fist and filling
the building with an echo that
sounded like 900 old women
screaming in a cave.
The final song was one of
Strykert's own compositions,
"Be Good Johnny." Again he
ran through some great lead _
lines, while Hay danced on cue
from the drummer. The crowd
begged for·more, but had to be
satisfied with a Stravinski
Waltz that suddenly blared
over the P.A. The point to be
made was obvious - Men At ·
Work, while willing to use
brutal tactics, hope to conquer
the States with a campaign
emphasizing good taste.

Valley Girl fad shows promise of fading away, finally
By Eric M. Heath
"The situation looks grave,"
said Mark Mure of the Boston
Globe. "From coast to coast,
from mall to shining mall,
Valley Girls exist wherever the
appropriately chic and bubblegummish clothes are sold."
And with Newington sprouting
yet another tumor-like
shopping mall, the sea-coast
area is no exception.
Vals have been spotted in the
Portsmouth School System,
the Oyster River Schools, and
even flouncing rapidly across
the UNH campus. They seem
to be everywhere. Induce me to
nauseate with a dining utensil.
What's the harm? Well,
nothing earth-shaking really. If
all the little Moon Units want
to spend Mommy and Daddy's
money .buying the latest in raP-'from Bloomi~gdales,well:t-~_1:1:.
bully for the economy.
The problem then; and isn't
it obvious, is quite simply
ugliness. A harsh word to be
sure. but the only one that

really

hits

the

mark.

Attractiveness is certainly not
requisite to the Valley Girl look
or mentality. And originality,
along with it's euphemistic

sister self-expression, is by now
totally out o( the question.
Tfos ugliness; brought by
trans-continental winds from
Southern California and
dropping like acid rain
wherever bubble-headedness is
already fir.roly entrenched,
takes on many forms.
First it infects the minds of
the young, the not so young
and those making sadly futile
attmepts at appearing young.
Next the victim's speech
becomes indistinguishable
through it's rime of "yucky"s,
·•bitchen"s, and ··oHMIGOD"s. Then perhaps a head
band will appear, followed
ciosely by leg-warmers, and
from there ifs only a short step
to a horizontally striped blouse
and a rumpled mini-skirt.
Voila! A walking, talking,
home grown Valley Girl.
Something less than awesome,
wouldn't you say?
Southern ·california has
done much better.
Remember the Hula-Hoop?
Very big when I was six or so,
produced some very intriguing
bodilv contortions and can still
be fo~nd hidden somewhere in
your local Toys R' Us or Child

World.
The Frisbee. Marvelous
thing really. Aerodynamically
fascinating, a wonderfully
healthy diversion, and is still
showing sales volume which
clearly marks it as a classic.
The Med-Fly? Well, the folks
in Nesmith Hall were probably
intrigued by it, and it did wake
Senator Hiyakawa out of a sound sleep.
But Valley Girls? Please.
A vacuous fad, nothing
more, and really quite repulsi:ve
in appearance, mentality, and
character. The word ••yucky"
keeps coming to mind. Will we
be purged of this pot in the near
future? Very probably yes.
Many feel that the Valley
Girl and her insidious
companions; ••wicked" and
••barf me out" will fade away
with •'The Pepsi Generation",
Bobby Sherman, and ••Bedtime
For Bonzo" (although Bonzo's
back in business ... at least for a
bit). If not though, there is still
hope. Researchers in Chicago

seem to think that Southern
California will, in a couple
million years.drift away from
the Continental United States.
Wicked!

. ,.

A

New Hampshire Valley Girl Boopsie Pentergrast says, "Like, you
know, space designs on skirts are the latest thing."
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----HARASSMENT---( continued from page 1)
Businesses. clubs·. organizations
Hats, totes. golf shirts. sweatshirts
'Many styles available
No order too small

N.H. PRINTWORKS
PE.T ER C. GREIDER
603-43 1-83 19

313 I Lafayette Road
Port~mouth. 1'. H. 0JX0 I

INSULATED BOOT
HEADQUARTERS
ALL
YOUR

THE
AREA'S
LARG
ELECTI

FAVORITE

BRAND
NAIIES

his memd board.
Carol was dressed in a short tny dorm." John was charged
The message, "Beware-this white bathrobe and underwear. with sexual assault and lack of
could be you" was written
She said that she was thrown respect. He was found guilty of
above the picture and John on the bed and John told her both charges.
One male student on the
assumed that Carol had drawn that he was going to teach her a
floor said, "John had a right to
it.
lesson.
She later admitted that she
He ripped open Carol's react because of Carol's
bathrobe and threw it out into previous actions. However, he
had.
According to John, he had the hallway to the appreciation overreacted. A lot of the guys
had enough of his sort of of many guys on the floor. ~hought that her actions
kidding around and he decided Carol said, "A lot of people on · (pulling on people's · shorts )
that he would put a stop to it. the floor thought it was a big were obnoxious."
Another male student said,"I
"She'd come in and start joke."
rubbing your neck or touching ' The next day Carol went to don't think he had any right to
and she wouldn't stop if you the Head Resident of her dorm try to teach her a lesson the way
asked her. They(the students to make a complaint about the he did."
••1 felt that she had been
on the floor) all knew how action. She said that people on
bothersome Carol was," John her floor hassled her about harassing me but I should have
said.
making the complaint because dealt with it by going to my
He wanted to, "Teach her a they thought it had all been in RA," John said. "There was no
. thought involved that I was
lesson to stop bugging me."
good fun.
John went into Carol's room
••1 didn't press charges. I had hurting another person. I never
and dragged her back into his Residential Life do it because I intended to harm her."
"I was angry as hell because
own room and shut the door. was getting so much flak from
of the response of the dorm,"
said another male student.
"They all said that she deserved
SPECIAL COURSES IN HISTORY
it."
John felt that he had been
punished fairly. "I learned my
HIST 596(1) Laurel Ulrich MWF I 1-12
lesson two days after it
,McC 210
happened I realized that she
WOMEN IN AMERICAN HISTORY
had been hurt by it. I made a
mistake and I have to pay the
HISJ 596(2) Douglas Wheeler TR 2: 10-3:30
price as they say."
McC 206
ESPIONAGE AND HISTORY
I

"'...

~

ALL AT
LOW DISCOUNT
PRICES

..,_.
· . ,, ·.

\

Moa,. f rl 9-.J0.9

Sat. 9-5-.30

ED'S✓~
Daiver. N.H.

HIST 596(3) Dr. Edward Cass TR 5:00-6:30p
HSSC 201
HISTORY OF AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY
These courses fulfill gr.oup two requirements
For a !Jescription of these courses come to the history o.ffi"ce.
HSSC 405, and pick up a history newsletter.

'~, , ~

Putyour
money where
your Heart is.

t

V

American ,
·Heart
.
Association

WE 'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

~DURHAM HOUSE OF PIZZA

~

EN: 11 AM-I AM
Mon'! Wed
11 AM.a.AM
Thurs.-Sat.
I PM-I AM Sun.
IES: 7 fM-2 AM

FRESH PIZZA MADE DAILY

SPECIALS

Don't forget Video Dancing
every Friday and Saturday
Happy Hour 7:00-9:00 pm
Nov. 7th thru Nov. 10th
James Bond Double Feature
''Dr. No" and "From Russia with Love"
Shows at 7:10 and 9:10

Tacos .65<e
Ravioli .99<e
Bean Burritos .85<i:
B.B.Q. Roast Beef .99<e
Spaghetti $1.25
Manicotti $2.75
(with salad / bread & butter)

subs
greek salads
garden salads
souvlaki
baklava
french fries
chicken fingers
egg rolls
onion rings
fried dough

(n o t va lid for d e live ry ite m s)

.50¢ off

.25¢ off

any item
at Durham House
of Pizza
with this coupon

delivery charge
with this
coupon

valid Nov. 5-15

valid Nov. 5-15
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Correction
The secretary for the Math Dept. is Wendy Fogg and the
Dept. Chairman is Richard Balomenos. These names were
incorrectly printed in- Tuesday's issue of The · New
Hampshire.
-
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Salicony~.
JAZ.Z

BE A COMMUTER
ADVISOR
POSITION: Advisor to new transfer students (January 1983) to provide
support and disseminate information concerning campus/ commu~
activities, programs and services in an attempt to facilitate ll smoother
transition to commuter life at UNH .
REQUIREMENTS: Commuter ,;;tatus and a desire to participate in a
new program and meet and help other commuters.

TIME COMMITMENTS: About 4 hours / month during second .
semester including initial training sessions and supervision.
SALARY: Semester Kari-Van pass or cash equivalent.
APPLICAT,IONS AVAILABLE: Commuter/ Transfer Center, MUB.
Room 136.
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION: Friday. November 12. 1982
For more information: contact Barbara Athans at
Commuter/ Transfer Center Room 136. MUB, 862-3612.

FACTORY DEFECTS
Save 30% to 40%
on Jazz - La.dy Jazz
'and other Saucony models

the

4lLOUISE'S
sport sliop

Exeter- ·
771-3257

INTERVIEWS
DATE:
Thursday, 18 November J._982
FOR MAJORS IN:
E.E./ M.E./ 8.E.
CAREER OPPORTIJNITIES IN:
R&· D
Production/ Manufacturing
Divisional/ Field Marketing

Durham
868-5141
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COMICS
·By BRION O'CONNOR
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LASHA,
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BILL!
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drunk to thank
you that night?!
THANKS! xoxoxo,
The Sub Stoppers
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-and students would go to
appropriate academic internship channels.
Student Body President
Karen Johnson said there was
abuse in the program and
internal tightening of rules was
necessary.
"We as students saw abuses
when people around you are
getting easy credit," said
Johnson.
William Geeslin said the role
of the University is to provide
an education, "not a job
training center."
One student, who wished to
remain anonymous, participated in the Field Experience
Program and said it was
worthwhile.
"It was great to be able to get
credit for what I was learning
on the job. I learned more while
working than 111 ever learn in a
book."

Classifieds
Continued from pg. 17
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROY! Have a good one!
Love- Lynda
Amy. It's time to get down to the bare
facts. We think we know who you are.
Second we know we would have had a
good time upstairs also. We hope you'll
come to our next party. Excitingly yours 2

0 D.

ACAOSS
1 Moscow-Washington
connection {2 wds . )
8 Cut short, as a
tak~ff
13 Crane of flction
14 Synagogue scroll
15 Old Robert Conrad
TV series {4 wds.)
19 Part of T~
20 Iowa State U. site
21 Ohl~ {abbr . )
22 llarch-c011111and words
23 beer
25 Give a hoot
26 Sixth sense
27 llassage
28 Siouan Indians of
Nebraska
30 Pertaining to the
wind
3' Flt to be ti~
35 llozort's birthpl,ce
{2 wds.)
38 Style of painting
(2 wds . )
39 Scrolls
40 CtiJnge the actors
42 Prtttnding shyness
43 • - ltapital"

46
47
50
51
52
53
54
58
59
60
61

J

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
16

Scrooge ' s words
Gathers in
Girl ' s name
"on parle
francais "
Old I rt land
Darn
•
Relief from boredom
{3 wds.)
Approaches
Dunk
COllffl)n Skin swelling

17 Pn,f i ii: 1ayer
18 of Galilee
23 Former British
singing star
24 " - in th~
hand .. . "
25 A la 27 Dole and McNamara
{abbr.)
29 Young girl
31 Pound and-Senzon
32 llature
33 CiYil rights
organization
DOWN
35 Fruit-derived acid
36 "Do I dare to eat
•deck! "
- ? " - T.S. Eliot
Yellow shades
37 Japanese herbs
U.S. n,untain rang~ 41 Judge ind jury
{2 wds.)
44 Loath
Grassy areos
45 Finn's friend
Wading bird
48 Uneven, as if
--pros
gnawe<! away
Actor Byrnes
49 WWI group
"Once upon - "
50 Descartes and
Ravel composition
LaCoste
C01111ands {abbr.)
52 Actor Richord deal
53 Ancient Gauls
Rome! 's battle•
55 Once named
ground {3 wds.)
56 Kinsman
Joker
57 950, to Brutus

IA/HIUAM I SIMMi? NISE811/J/S MYum1 ')(J(J B6T11R /.JK.i /JA5fllAl,J..! F 'JQ/

tan;IUBeWfRY,~

a5APPOIN1S) IN')f}(J! PO
'1tlll/MR.~KID?

=/~::=-

,,,,1a~~•1

Hey all you Dover High Graduates(more or
less) of 1980- What the hell's going on?
Did everyone get leprocy and you're afraid
I'll catch it if you send me a letter or what ?I
I'm trying to write but there are a hell of a
lot more of you than there are of me. This
isn't a demand, or even a request.- This is
begging! I NEED MAIL!!! Look at what I've
resorted to! Paul Norris 2725 Blaisdell
Ave. Apt . 2 Mpls. MN 55408 HAPPY
BIRTHDAY STEVE!!! belated. Kathy, good
choice Gregg. Nice Moose. Marci How
about a letter now. Even if you don't know
me. I'll still read it! Minnesota is great!
To the wild and crazy men of Hunter:
Fantastic party last Friday. You sure know
how to show us "crazy sex kittens" a good
time. We'll have todo it again real soon. The Whores from Hitchcook Pit. P.S.
Bogart- You sure can dance. By the way. I
still have your shirt.
B-MAC- · I LOVE YOUl...and thanks for
every day- even the days you're at thE·
Burg, and even though I miss you terribly.
All my love. partyin' Barbs xo
TROUT NEWS:--The S.L.O. announces it
does not' have a Grandnooba.--Trout of
the Week is Kraig Gustafson.
congratulate him.--UNH shall become a
private institution within 10 years under
the name of Thompson U.--The Bellucci
Project was dropped
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CLASSIFIED

1 -Deiui' Zeta-

-

To the guy from Lord who let us borrow
his Fruit of the Loom underwear. Thanks
so much! we were a huge success as Fruit
of the Loom gals; and we owe it all to your
underwear . It certa inly takes a big man to
let his underwear be seen out in public.
You are a real sweetheart! Thanks again . The Fruit of the Loom Gals.
Hey Little Pleasure Bear-Sure do miss
you . Thanks for the trip to the Isle of Eweand I've a nickel for you w / love : Piglet.
To the girl at Stillings ' Halloween Party
who was wearing a black sport coat and a
black leotard with red sequins: I'm sorry I
made you uncomfortable by staring at you
so much. No matter how nice you looked, I
had no right to do what I did. Will you
forgive me? -Boyish faced guy in
sweater.
Marti Lougee, now that Halloween and
your birthday are over, don't forget to do
y0ur handstands and sexercises. Your
short roomie.
Todd "Tex" -we hope your birthday was
great fun . Wo 'ro thinking 9f you . Be good
and keep in touch-ok? Love, Julie and
Jeannie.
Dear Supreme Court Magistrate
Hagiadamos. You 're the most beautiful,
most intelligent, most charismatic greek
on this campus. People think that the
French are the lovers, but they haven't
found out the meaning of ecstacy until
they've crossed the olive green skin of an
Athenian, or found themselves wrapped
tightly in the arms which carry sheep up
mountains. Love, Grandmere 's Boy.
E.T. Please Phone Home!!! 2-1656, 8689763. He was last seen at an around-theworld party on Oct. 29 in Smith Hall, room
9 . He's very sentimental and I would
appreciate you returning him . $Reward.
I would like to buy a used small piano.
868-7154.

To the tall, quiet one- who was in front of
me, more than once, Stillings lunch, Mon.
Your calm eyes seem able to perceive
beyond the ordinary walls people build .
Your manner, your look, speak of much
that is warm and giving in a person . Thank
you for that. -The one who was
complaining about her boyfriend.
D.K.C. -Happy twentieth birthday ! -Love
coach
To Ted on 7th Floor Stoke-Haven't heard
from you lately and I would really enjoy
seeing you real soon . Please come by
some time. I miss 'you . From the girl who
loved the yet low roses you gave her on her
birthday.
To Schrnotty at Sigma Nu-You were an
awesome playboy bunny . You also have
nice legs, and I especially loved your
garter be lt! The game at U-Mass is going
to be great; so try t o be there . The Froshy
Clown
PJC - You are a really ballsy guy, and I an
super psyched about our " brotherhood ".
Get set for more hogans heros, thumper,
summers on the cape, and mass ive ale
quaffing (P.B.). Get psyched, I know I am .
Your a great bro, and remember you can 't
zoom a zoomer . -MHR II
Sally, I'm really exc ited for our Pajama
Party tonight . Hope all our friends wear
the ir P.J . 'sand br ing their favorite stuffed
animals . Do you th ink Joan will call the
police again? Artie .
Hey Holly! Here it is ... your very own
personal. Get psyched . So, are you
follow ing your 10 steps? You better follow
them. They're very important. Oh, you can
come into my room anytime and listen to
my mellow tunes. I know you love them .
I'll come listen to Blondie's Greatest Hitsday in and day out. I know the songs by
heart now. Well , now that this personal
makes no sense and doesn't have any
order I'll just say : Holly you're gorgeous,
I'll carry uol' to class any day or " draw
your bath" . Another thing, don't get drunk
in Syracuse anymore and whenever you
want to talk to me as you're beginning to
pass out, I'll listen. Last, but not least,
good luck with freshman camp . I'm
rooting for you . See ya dude. Love-Susan.

You are the best sorority on
campus by far. Your great at partying,
float bu ilding, Whales Tales , Co-Rec.
Basketball & most of all being friends
Love, A Big Brother

Thank you . We think you 're pretty special
too!
Robin -Only 2 weeks from tomorrowgulp! Like I said we can always take 2
bottles of vodka as our dates ... no, I'm sure
we'll have the best time ever. I'm so glad
you decided to go (even though I forced
you). Fuzzy sweater dresses? Or should it
be the niver-fail jumpsuits? Get ready to
go wild! (guess who) p.s.:thanks for
celebrating my b-day with me!
Tamera- What a week! I guess we
. celebrated properly. Now we have to
recover in time for the P.D: Thanks for
making my birthday the best. Love K. p.s.
WE WILL see Adam sometime!
Dave Perry and Sue Grout - You're Ugly!
(Bet You can guess who this is from!)
To the Co-Rec football girls of Delta Zeta.
You guys were all together awesome!!!
Thanks for the fun . Lambda Chi Alpha
Nov. 10, the night before your day off, take
the .bus to LL. BEAN from 11 :00 pm until
2:30 am . Only for $4.00 you can browse,
shop and aad to your warorobe. ~,gn ups
for the trip are NOv. 5, from 12-3 on the
main floor of the MUB . All are welcome;
get prepped out! Sponsored by Class
Council.
SCUZZY- I am really glad that you are my
"big brother" . get psyched for fun times!
Love ya, B.
Staci B. - Thanks for being my little sister.
you're the best! Get psyched for a wild
and crazy semester . Love Linda
Come to the Delta Zeta pancake breakfast
Nov. 7th from 9 :30 -12 :00 at DZ 25
madbury Rd . $2.00 per person .
Gina- The family is growing. Get psyched
for another wild semester with our new
little sisters. Remember there's only one
little big sis. Love ya Linny. p .s. you're the
best!
Sue- I ca_n 't tell you how glad I am that you
picked my to be your big srs . This semester
is going to be great ! Get psyched for the
pledge dance, we 're going to go wild and
make it the best time ever! Love Tamera
Hey Babe, Although the days have come
and gone, the memories will last forever.
Thanks for a beautiful year . I love you lots!
Love, me
SENIOR PORTRAITS- Sign up Now in
Room 125 of the MUB Mondaywednesday 12-3, tuesday-thursdav 2:-S
Senior Portraits begin November 8th
Hurry -while t here is still space! Sen ior
portraits will last from November 8 December 3 . There will be no Senior
-... Portraits second semester
Distribut ion of the 1982 GRANITE will
beg in Monday, November 8th from 11 :00
to 3 :00 in room 4 of the MUB . to students
who attended the University of New
Hampshire in 1981 -82 and paid the SAF
fee . Distribut ion will be on a first come
f irst serve basis.
Jeffie, Jeffie, Jeffie, my legs are cold as
ice.
To a great roommate . After two long years
cif W3i t ing to get a personal, your dreams
have come t 1ue. This weekend will be
your most memorable. because you be
twerty and Dover will be sorry. Happy
Birthday; Love Wolf puppy
- Roger - You 're a sweetheart. Thanks for
being there when I needed you . You're the
best friend a girl ever had. - Love always,
Andrea
Chuckles - You 're a great guy. I'm glad
you 're my friend . If you survive the week
maybe we can celebrate with some
champagne - Love, Smurfette
Donna-T.P. Saturday night?
Hey you Romans, That's right you guys in
the togas from Alexander, Englegardt
Hunter. How do you guys look with your
clothes on? Do you guys just look like
Romans or do you party as wild as they
did? The inquiring Arab and Tylenol
Capsule
Maura, Pat, Jeff, Cindy, Marty and all
other students for Sununu. John has
pulled thru on his promise- a campaign
we can all be proud of. I'll se you at the
Inaugural Ball! Chas

DamDam : As familiar as can be without
sending our beloved JBK to divorce court.
By the way, she prefers JBK to JellyBelly-Kelly. Don't you know why, I think
it's kind of cute myself . ... oops! .. something about the ,defacation hitting, the
rotating ossilator when I get home!?!? your soon to be late katy poo.
Billy. It is so hard with us so far away from
each other. I never meant to hurt you and
it hd nothing to do with anyone else. I
need some to adjust to college life. Please
always remember and never forget I love
you more than anything. With all my love
always and everywhere, Diane. PS.
M.W.V.
Cindy-I just wanted to thank you again for
the ride home Friday night. I would have
been stranded without you . I really
enjoyed talking with you and would like to
get together again sometime. What do
you say? Phil.
Kathy and Debbie, The trip to Conn . was
great! .''Oh look a boxed lunch" "Look at
her feet" "Now that's one Heineken I'd
like to drink" "Wha( are you? A blind
person?" Alright you guys "get a clue."
Tracy.
To the incredible hunk of Italian flesh in
room · 005 >< con, I w.:>nt your bod y in m y

bed, naked, tonight, at 12. Be there.
Laura-Hope you had a fantastic 19th
birthday. Love ya alot. Lisa .
_Tim L. My photographer /bartender : when
.are you coming to my house for diner or
better yet, when do I get my b-day
present? Life here at Stoke is getting
monotonous . The garbage in the
hallways, puke on my windowsill, early
morning fire drills, and endless shortage
of hot water is really getting to me. Take
me away! Remember our bet that I lost (or
rather, won)? When do I get to speak
trench? Canada should be lovely this time
of year. Come on, be a Racoon. Call me
soon and we'll get together and take a
few, click, click . Luv ya, Susan (not Sue).
PS. Say hit to your brother for me. Hee
hee!!
Here is a personal long overdue to a lot of
people I owe it to. To Sheryl, my A#l
roommate . I'm sorry I've been in such a
bitchy mood lately, but I've been tired and
I've had a lot on my mind. (mainly JRF). I
love you dearly, Fred. I couldn't ask for a
better friend. To Tad, you are amazing! I
can 't believe you 've put up with me for so
long. Thanks for all the long talks and for
the card . Let's take another road trip to
New York. Thanks for being the more than
special friend you are. To Dave, the older
brotheO never had. Thanks for taking me
hiking up Mt . major. I had a great time.
Pink champagne and all-how classy.
Thanks for everything . You are super. To
Kathy M . You are such a sweetie. I'm so
glad we met this. semester. Thanks for the
hugs, the shoulder to cry on, and the long,
late n ight talks . Th is semester would be a
lot rougher w ithout you . Tha•ks for
everything. Bobby and Jim and I have to
get together . It would be 'interesting·. and
f un . To Laurie, Kathy, Diane. and Dawn, I
couldn't ask for better neighbors. And I
mustn 't forget Scott. Thanks for tolerating
my grouchy moods. You're so sweet.
Thanks for the great backrubs and
wrestling matches too . My roommates
has good taste . To all my friends; thank
you . I love you . Lori.
SENIOR PORTRAITS, sign up now in room
1 25 of the MUB Monday -Wednesday 123 , Tuesday-Thursday 2 - 5 . Sen i or
Portra its begin November Bth ,hurrywh i le there is still space! Sen ior portra its
w ill last from· November 8 - December 3.
There will be no Senior portraits second
semester.
Anyone going to the Linda Ronstadt
concert at the Worcester Centrum Nov.
20? We need a ride to and from . We ' ll
shar,e expenses. Please call Sarah or Lori
Norris at 2-1672 or 868 -9837
Bear- Have a good weekend w ithout me but not too good!! I'll be thinking about
you on sunny Cape Cod. Happy 11 months
- almost a year now! See you SundayLove you ! lucky
JBK!!!!!NOW I get it! -your " stroupendously" dopey roomie

To the UNH Men's Soccer Team : Thanks
for. a great season . You guys are the best!
Joe, I hope you lip is better, I hate seeing
you pout. Chris, have you found your
contact yet? Kevin, where the hell is Cat
Steven 's? Michael, don't forget your
pillow. Adrian, you cutie, some day the
rest of will appreciate Pink Floyd and good
· culture. Tim, I like your hair long, don't
listen to what anyone else says. To the
rocket- keep shooting for those stars- it
will all work out . Ron, take care of your
"banana" John, next Vermont game I'll bring a needle and thread . Eric, you
"Gentleman", buy a real tie will ya?
Jamie, keep those "wheels " rolling!
Mike, how much did you get from the
tooth fairy? Scott, have you read any good
books lately? Mike P., sorry about the
gum. I'll owe you a piece. Steve, thanks
for the use of you jacket. And Scott and
George, what a pair of captains! Good
luck in your futures, I know you 'll do well.
Love, Cindy

Lost one book entitled Persuasion and
Human Communication. Lost in Library,
MUB or Paul Creat ive Arts Building . Need
for exam . Call 868-1936 or return to
PCAC M210. THANX!
E.T. PLEASE PHONE HOME!! 2-1656,
868-9763 He was last seen at an around the-world party on Oct. 29 in Smith Hall,
Room 9 . He 's very sentimental and I
would appreciate you returning him .
SRl;WARD
LOST-one student ID w ith semester KVAN pass and several other identification
cards . Lost in downtown Durham area on
Saturday. The name on everything is
Lynn . I'm not about to pay another $60 for
a K-VAN pass, so if found Please call 22404 and leave a message where I can
pick them up.

Hey you: I can't believe it's been a year!
"But I really don't want to get serious, I
don 't think I'm ready for that right now ... "
I really just want to say thanks for
everything . Thanks for the love,
friendship, fun, sharing, and especially
for putting up with all the bullshit. It's
been a great year. I realize how lucky I am.
Okay, so we're both lucky. Thanks again. I
love you . Me.

Andrea- Happy Birthday to a great
frencher(only rumor). What did one horn
say to the other?- =-My bell screws better
than yours. Have a happy day! A horny
player

Do you have some EXTRA TLME and
would like to earn some EXTRA MONEY?
Check the job listings on the STUDENT
JOB BOARD. located outside the MUB
cafeteria :

,REWARD-$100.00-Watch-Woman's
· Gold Omega, with missing stem-winder
of great sentimental value. J . Doyle- 5693340. Call collect . Keep trying.

Jean- You do not look or act like a
sophmore. Would you have a sophomor
for a roommate? ("Noway I make ita point
to know all the freshman on the 6th")

Hubie-Have fun at home this weekend, I'll
miss you I Do some relaxing for me. Bless
you, Sister Patrice.

You are all codially invited to a party at
KJ's Friday night. That's right, one of the
proprietors is turning 21 at midnight, so
come on over and help us celebrate!
Doors open t 8:00 p.m. And don't forget
KJ's is the only bar in Durham which
invites you to BYOB. or BYOVC, or
BYOJD, or BYOHS .. .

Tracey- I know it's late, but thanks for
being my Big Sis! p.s. I'm glad you don't
like getting up early either.- Katy

a

Hey! Heather McCabe, did you get it yet?
Kirsten, our "bella donna", we think
you're an awesome kid and great friend.
We love ya . "Two cute italians."

J.W.- What's the scoop? I'd like to talk.Meels

LOFTS- Are you tired of
crowded -- Distribution of the 1982 Granite will
begin Monday, November 8th from 11 :00
room? Need some extra space? then you
to 3:00 in room 4 of the MUB To students
should consider investing in the practical
who
attended the University of New
use of a loft. They are Sturdy, durable, &
Hampshire in 1981-82 and paid the SAF
freestanding. All lofts are regulation
fee . Distribution will be on a first come
height & will look great in any size room .
first serve basis.
Lofts are available now for a reasonable
prize. To place your order or for more
Leslie and Chand-my-fer, Thanks somuch
information call Paul at 868-9830 or 862for entertaining us Wed. night! We had a
1292. Leave a message if I'm not there &
super time and are psyched to do it again.
I'll get back to you .
Love, A,L & K.

M .T.- Any time you need to get rid of extra
ice-cream cookies, you know where to
send them! Thanks a lot. The B-2 girls.
T.J .-This is for youl Now' you can't say
you've never gotten a personal.
Jim can be believed and trusted.
Terry 8-Cheer up Sweetie! You're a
wonderful, super person and friend. Don't
let the turkeys get you down I Remember,
I'll alwaybehereforyal Loveya , ABWTBB
Colin- Happy Be-lated Birthday! Hope you
had a nice but not to obliviated day. You
· wouldn't have wanted to make it the 3rd
time in your life. And besides, you might
have done something to spoil that unique
"strut". Love Leslie

Soigor 75-260 mm . Zoom lens F.4 .5
Screw Mount but have adaptor for Pentax
k-Mount - Linda 436-0381 evenings,
$85.
'74 VW BEETLE, WHITE-Last of the good
ones. Rebuilt engine has only 2,000
miles. Body excellent, fun car w/lots of
pep . $2300 - call Steve at 335-2048 or 692-3000
1980 Kawasaki- 1000 LTD, very good
cond. quick.$2700 selling to buy car . eall
Sat., Sun, Tue. or Thur . 664-2281
Advance / Reynolds C2 three way
speakers- Handles up to 150 watts.
Excellent Sound- excellent speakers.
35x14x12 . $800 value will part with for
$400. If you would like more info. or to
hear them call 868-1904 weeknights and
ask for Mike.

J[1--,·1

r -

FOUND Pretty black and white kitten
crying behind MUB in the woods . Scratch
on nose.very friendly and playful , no
collar . Female, Double paws also. Call the
NH office at 2-1124 or stop by .

Chi Omega Pledges-You're all doing
great! Hang in there a little longer and
make the most of it! Two weeks from
today is your DAY (& night!). Love-sisters
of XO .

1972 VW Super Beetle - · Excellent
Condition, Heat Works! $1000 Call 8687371.

To the .3 big-chested women above
Norman 's Hairstyling (well 2 out of 3)alias Batwench (on occasion Ellwood
Blue·s). Motorcycle Mama . &
Sophisticated and sexy street walker - you
are succeeding in getting me on the road
1976 Ford Pinto Wagon light blue, 4
to corruotion as promised . what would I
cvlinder- standard 65.000 milPs rP~r frnc;i
do without you? Here's to: shreaking to
defogger, right side sport m irror. Reliable,
the tune of " Halloween "; vodka and more
starts in Winter. Asking $1,200 call
vodka; dead bodies on stairs; belch ing
between 9 :00-10:00 pm 659-2601 Geni
outside B.K. ; pinning crotches : " I want a
pizza!"; memo "Pepsi" e.o. old women;
" But someone is going to hurt me
'
H8 Ip Wanted
tonight!"; strange men running through
house in underwear; 2 lbs. of c.c . cookies;
i
not remembering the night before,· " I
-UNH- Campus
- - Reps
-- needed· immediately.
~
The fastest growing Health & Nutrition
· won 't leave till I see someone get eaten " Batwench, whatever happened to G.G.?;
Co. in the nation is looking for ambitious
Motorcycle Mama, you should definetely
people to work full or part time on
have gone for it, especially since you had
campus . Bonus & Commission Call 436chains; S.S.S .• why were you dancing on
4748:
the stage? This could go on and th is is only
---------------~
a select few from one crazy and alcolhoic
WORK IN FRANCE, JAPAN, CHINA! No
weekend . Like I said, -what would I do
Experience, degree, or foreign language
without you? Love ya, Pocohantes. P.S.
requireq for most positions. Teach
But I'll feel guilty!
conversational English . Send long,
_ _ _ _...;;..._.;...__ _ _ _ _ _ ___,_ - stamped, self-addressed envelope for
To Gorgeous : (Deft: Dazzlingly Briliant:
details. ESL-35B, P.O. Box 336, Centralia,
Resplendent: Magnificant) I'll still say it,
WA 98531 .
no matter when! It's the truth. The
---------------convent would take you but why go- we all
WORK STUDY STUDENT wanted to run
have problems . I'm over my pain but the
elevator in MUB . Hours available
feeling is stil there. I feel we had to try to - Monday - Friday 10-2. See Student
find ways out due to other relationships.
Personnel Coordinators in MUB.
You know who - A close friend
MEN!--WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS!
American , Foreign . No experience
DIANE DEFRIAS-Surprise from your Valgal . surfer friend in California! Looking
required . Excellent pay . Worldwide
forward to your arrival on the 26th for wild
Travel.,,Summer job or tareer. Send $3 .00
· times. beach days and crazyness ·111 San
for information . SEAFAX. Dept. D-14 Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washington , 98362.
Diego. Bring your surfboard and tanning
MEN!--WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!
oil, and I.D .!!! Hi to all my Christensen
American. Foreign . No experience
pals. wish you were here at SDSU . Take it
easy ·_ Love, Kim
required. Excellent pay . Worldwide trave l.
JO- Tripping down (and up) stairs,
Summer job or career . Send $3,00 for
stealing empty degs, leading songs,
information. SEAFAX, Dept. D- 14, Box
talking too too fast, Portsmouth hopping,
2049, Port Angeles, Washington, 98362.
·work study help ' wanted at the
M & M 's and mouth guards, playing kissy
face, sailing the seas, a curly-ha ired 1.0.,
Portsmouth Recreation Department .
an unending candy supply ... AII this in just
$4.00 an hour, various hours available.
four weeks, and there· stin a lot more to
call 431-2000 ext. 265 after 1 :00 pm and
come! Hyannis is waiting for us! Can 't
a_s_k_f_o_r_B_a_r-'ry'---~...,.....-,......,..-----wait for more laughs and good talks with
MALE QUADRIPLEGIC SEEKING
you . You couldn 't be more fun; I feel very
ASSISTANCE WITH PERSONAL CARE
lucky. Love, your you know who .
NEEDS. WILL TRAIN . WORK IN A LOVELY
PRIVATE HOME IN SOMERSWORTH
HRS . FLEXABLE . $5 PER , - PHONE 692 4764

Neect'some extra m0ney to enjoy yourself?
Come look for a job at the STUDENT JOB
BOARD. located outside the MUB
Cafeteria

Bewildered Beam is looking for a Richard
Gere look alike. All applications should be
submitted through The New Hampshire
personals.

1981 TOYOTA TERCEL, AM-FM Stereo,
Rustproofed, Body Side Moldings, Blue,
Over 40 MPG, Showroom Condition ,
29000 Highway Miles, $4975. Call Eves
& Weekends. 679-8117.

-Top qua I ity wfnter jackets -for the entireJfamily at wholesale prices.If interested
· call Paul or Chris Comeau at 2-1590 for
an appointment.
'76 128 FIAT, $800 or Best Offer,
Evenings 659-6239
WANTED: Acoustic guitar of high quality.
I need one soon as I am leaving to go out
West. Will pay well for right guitar. Call
Mark after 5 :00 p.m. Keep trying 6593331 .
1980 TOYOTA Longbed Pickup Truck,
AM-FM, Ultra Mirrors, Rustproof, Poly
Glycoat, Prevent-A-Theft, New Front
Tires, Good Mud & Snows on Rear. Great
Shape, Green, 52000 Miles. $4475. Call
- eves. & Weekends 679-8117.
1974 Chevy (Belair) Station wagon Body
& engine/ good condition $500.00 Call 21428 evenings/749-2581 Ask for Janet

Services
LEARN BARTENDING -- Prepare for a
good paying part-time job. Our five-week
evening course meets 2 n ights a week,
starts Nov. 15. We are right on the Kari Van route in Newmarket . Enroll now. It's
fun , it's easy and it ·s profitable. For free
brochure call Master Bartenders School
at 659-3718.
NEED CREDIT? Get VISA, MasterCard and
more. Guaranteed! No Credit Check . Free
Details. Write Credit Reports Center, Dept
173 5959 Arbon Ave ., Mobile, AL 36608
ARE YOU ADDICTED TO FOOD? Do you
eat when you're not hungry? Do you goon
eating binges for no apparent reason? Is
your weight affecting the way you live
your life? Call OvereatersAnonymous. No
dues, no fees and no weigh-ins . Meetings
are each Wednesday night at Hood
House. 2nd floor conference room at
7:30. Call Susan at 862-3115 for more
info.
WRITE IT RIGHT! Proofreading & editing
by Virginia Walter. M.A. in English
Affordable Rates Call 9am-3pm , 7424651
TYPING : In Durham, close to campus. Call
868-2538 evenings, weekends .
TYPING SERVICES, QUALITY WORK.
REASONABLE RATES . Call 431 -5036
after 5pm
TYPING - Retired secretary, experienced
in all types of class papers. Walking
distance to campus. Reasonable Rates.
Prompt Service. Durham . call Anita 8687078

I

Sarvas and Repmrs

I~

CAR REPAIRS - done by qualified UNH
student at reasonable prices . Tune-ups,
water pumps, starters, thermostats
etc ...Third semester in business. Call
John 868-5937 (9 :00 AM calls will be
sure to reach me) Will travel short
distances.
TYPING SERVICES QUALITY WORK
REASONABLE RATES 431-5036 after
5 :00p.m .

More

personals
page 16
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----------C.
H ISOLM - ~ ~ - - - - <continued from page 1)
concentrate on other areas in
national politics.
"I am not going hQme to sit
quietly and knit afghans," she
said, ·but would continue her
efforts to bring about positive
change in America.
According. to Chisolm, ·
America is suffering from
severe internal deterioration.
She spoke of "big strapping
farmers with tears rolling down
their cheeks because of
bankruptcy and an inability to
get loans."
.
·
She deplored the condition
of people on social security
"never knowing what the next
message (from the White
House) will bring them."
After seeing starving
children across the country,
both white and black, Chisofm
said, "women have got to move
in this country to save
- America's children, if nothing

College Career
Conference ·c areers
•

Ill

· Advertising·/

Communications
Sponsored by: Advertising Women of New ·
York Foundation,Inc. and Pace
University Graduate School of
Business
Where:

Pace University N.Y.,N.Y.

When:

Saturday, Nov. 13, 1982
SAM- 5PM

Cost:

Contact:

was wary of its effect on
President Reagan's policies.
President Reagan is "one of the
most charming political
• figures" she had ever met, she
said, and his ability to sway
people from their political
convictions has· often been
proved in the past.
''You've got to become a
powerful political force to be
reckoned with," she said.
"Defeat should never be the
source to encourage one to go
under .. Run until you win."
"The time has come when we
can no longer become passive
arm-chair recipients" to
government aid, she said.
"Stop being coy, stop being
dominate tho American shy," Chisolm said. "Your hour
is coming in America."
political scene.
Chisolm concluded her
Despite the addition of more
speech
to a standing ovation
Democratic representatives to
saying, "Women rise up, to
Congress this year, Chisolm bring the dream to fruition ."
else."
Noting many former Reagan
supporters have become
disenchanted with his policies,
Chisolm said she would try to
get a new coalition of people to
redress the government and to
change America for the better.
To get these changes,
Chisolm said it is necessary for
women and blacks to be elected
to administrative and
legislative positions.
"Money is becoming the
milk of politics," Chisolm said.
One of her goals is for women
to get "a finandal war chest"
for election year 1984 in order
to wage the type of media
ori~nted campaigns that now

MUSO FILM SERIES PRESENTS ...

FACE TO FACE

Directed by Ingmar Bergman
Starring Liv Ullmann,
Gurznar Bjorn Strand, Er/and Josephson

Mail Registration before Nov. 5 $15, Late Registration at the
door - $18, Lunch Included.

A psychiatrist faces her own deterioration,
as well as that of her family, her marriage
and her career.

The Communications
Association 868-1936 or
868- 1431

Sunday, November 7

INTERESTED IN A
MASTERS DEGREE IN

ACCOUNTING?
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION?
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION?
Discover Rice University's
JESSE H. JONES
Graduate School of Adminisfration A Representative will be
On campus
On

Strafford Room-MUB

7 & 9:30 p.m.

Admission: $1

_M USO Presents ...
-lFIE SUBSTANCE-

Friday, Nov_ember 5

Date: Monday, November 8, ,982
Time: 9:00 a.m. 10:30 a.m.

·WHITE LIES .

For Further Information Contact:
Office 9f Career Planning

-------------------------Please_ send an application and a brochure · about Rice
University~s JONES GRADUATE SCHOOL to:

NAME (please print)
ADDRESS
CITY
COLLEGE

STATE
ZIP
DEGREE DATE

Saturday, November 6
Rice University
Jones Graduate School of Administration
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, Texas 77001
(713) 527-4893

-

Rice University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution.

IN THE MUB ·~UB
Admissio.n: $1.50
· Doors open at 8:00
UNQ_~.p./P~~<?r ~f.Age ·Require~
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Wildcat stickwomen trounce CruSaders, 4-0
The Wildcat field hockey
team moved one step closer to
keeping coach Jean Rilling's
unblemished record at UNH in
tact by overwhelming an
inferior Holy Cross team
Tuesday. 4-0.
Rilling has never had a losing
season in her 16 years of
coaching at UNH. and
Tuesday's win pushed the •cats
record to a precarious 7-8-2
with just one game remaining.
The final game of the season

for UNH will be against . McWilliams all scored goals
Northeastern on Monday at 2 against Holy Cross while
p.m. in Durham.
Barbara Marois added one.
The Wildcats dominated the giving her three in the last two
Crusaders from the opening games.
whistle with UNH tallying 20
Laurie Leary got UNH on
shots on goal and 23 corners in the scoreboard first. With 17
the game. For Robin Balducci, minutes gone in the first half,
her tenth shutout of the season Leary took a pass from Mary
was unusually easy. She Ellen Cullinane and converted
recorded just one save on the on her second swipe at the ball.
day.
Just three minutes later
Tri-captains Laurie Leary, Leary and McWilliams
Shelly Lively and Joan combined on a gorgeous give-

and-go play, off a penalty
corner, to up the score to 2-0.
Mc Williams stroked the corner
to Leary at the top of the circle.
Leary gave it right back to
McWilliams who fired the ball
past Crusader goaltender Gail
Kulisch.
Marois capitalized on the
large number of UNH scoring
opportunities in the game when
she deflected another penalty
corner into the net with about
five minutes gone in the second

half.
With 13 minutes left in the
game, and UNH in complete
control, the Crusader's Kulisch
illegally fell on the ball,
stopping· play and automatically giving the Wildcats a
penalty stroke.
Tri-captain shelly Lively
beat Kulisch high and to· her
lef! to finish up the scoring for ·
the day.

---------FOOTBALL--------(continued from page 20)

"Who are you."
"Who am I?" responded the strange figure.

"I'm constantly abused and neglected.
especially at thcse'UNH football games."
"What?"
"I mean I can't take 'em ... too much pressure,
too much heartbreak, too many ulcers."
"I don't know who you are, but you look
terrible, all pale," said Art, turning his head

back to the game.
"This is UNH's last chance,'' said the voice
from the radio. "The Wildcats have had two
passes knocked down and been stopped
running for a loss offour yards. Leclerc back
on four th and 14, he throws under pressure,
and its intercepted! That's the third
interception today by UNH. Put that with its
two f '1:1;1-bles and it looks like you have a
loss....
"DAMN!"

"You know you 're going to hurt yourself,
inside," the person told Art.
"Mind your own business," replied Art.
"I am."
"Who _a_re_ you? What are your' ~_

"I'm you Art, or rather part of you ... your
stomach, and your giving me ulcers."

"It's third down and goal to go here for
Rhode Island, trailing here late in the fourth
quarter to UNH 20~17. Let me take this
moment to ask the man to my right here about
UNH'sfour fumbles here today... "
"Can you hurry on that Coke," Art said
nervously to the vendor in the red shortsleeved shirt.
"Relax, will you? Hey, you ought to slow
down, take it easy. Don't let this stuff get to
you."
"The Coke?"
"No, the game," said the vendor. "It11 kill
you if you're not careful, believe me."
"We 're back with Rhode Island facing a
third and goal situation from the four yard
line. Grimsich calls signals and falls back to
pass ... hefires... COMPLETE to Terry Lynch!
Rhode Island has taken a 23-20 lead here with
32 seconds of play left!"
Art threw his Coke to the ground.

-BE ON A WINNING TEAM- ·Franklin Pierce College puts the Power
of the Computer in YOUR hands.

"DAMN!"
"I said relax, didn't I?" said the vcm.lor, his
red shirt pulsating in the wind.
"YOU, what are YOU still doing here?"
"I'm looking out for you ... and myself of
course."
"Who are you''
,
"I'm just someone inside you who doesn't
like to beat around the bush ... and I'm not
feeling well these days."
"You 're my hea ... ?"
"That's right."
''Oh my ... "

" ... God, you have a full house," Sam
blurted, staring fixedly at Bob's cards. "Damn.
Well take it, it's yours, butthat's it for me. That .
pot was foo big, cleaned me out."
"It's time we were going anyway," said 8ob,
grinning.
On the couch, Art sat up slowly.
"Get some rest there, Art?" said Sam.
"Ready to go home? If you're getting up to see
the ·game tomorr·ow, you'd better get home
now. It's three in the morning.,-,
Art rubbed the sleep from his eyes · and
looked at the three who were looking at him.
His hands were shaking.
"It's, it's early," he said, wiping his brow,
"and the game tomorrow can do without me.
111 find out how UNH did in the Sunday
paper ... Sam, get me out of here."

'Cats stride by URI

s

BACHELOR'S DEGREE
In Computer Science Comes
To The Area ·
Our new computer science major taught with the most modern
microcomputers available allows students to specialize in one of
management's fastest growing career fields. Associate Degrees and
Certificate Programs are also available. Other majors at our Coastal
Campus include Accounting and Business Administration. For a tour of
our Dover Facility. including_ our new computer lab, or for more
information call 749-5587 an_d ask for Mary Ellen or Alan.

Deferred Payment Plan
Life Experience Program
Flexible Transfer Policy
. 3 Yr. Bachelor's Degree
Educational Program Counseling
Financial Aid Counseling
Term 2 Begins Nov. 1 and 2

Registration through Nov. 5

Fr~nklin Pierce College i
.~~
;

Coastal Ciimpus

749-5587

4 miles from UNH on Kari-Van route
Franklin Pierce College is accredited by the New England Association of
Schools and Colleges.

Evening Divisio__!l; 180 Loc_~~t ~~; Dover, N.H.
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By T .J. Reever
The Wildcats outlegged lhe
University of Rhode Island in a
very close running contest here
last Friday.
This particular meet was
more than just an ordinary dual
meet for the Wildcats. It was
former UNH coach John
Copeland's first trip back to the
Durham campus since taking
over as head coach at URI. His
former team greeted him with a
27 to 28 UNH victory.
Captain Dicky Robinson set
the pace from the starting gun
right to the finishing tape.
Robinson covered the five mile
circuit with a blistering time of
24:50. If was Robinson's first
college victory in cross country.
••1 've run faster times, but
Lhis is the first time I've ever
won a cross country race," said
Robinson. ••it feels good."
The second UNH finisher
was Aarron Lessing, who fell
off the pace a bit around three
miles due to a cramp. Lessing
still managed to hang in there
and · place fourth overall.
Lessing finished with a time of
25: 15.
Ron Rocheleau, the third
finisher for the harriers finished
in
fifth place overall.

"

1

Rocheleau also turned out to
be the deciding factor ·in the
Wildcat victory. He passed two
Rhode Island runners in the
last mile to give UNH the one
point victory. Rocheleau ran a
personal best ti~e of 25:28 for
the circuit.
The fourth harrier, who also
had outstanding performance,
who has been running sixth or
seventh man on the team, was
sophomore John Neff. Neff
shaved another twenty seconds
off his best time finishing in
eighth place with a time of
25:55. The next Wildcat runner
was freshman Jeremy King.
King placed ninth with a time
of 26 seconds.
••1t was a typical case, where
the team who ran the best, won
the meet," said URI coach
John Copeland. ••Rocheleau
ran very well and separated our
group. The UNH kids ran a hell
of a race."
••1 felt we ran well, "said
UNH coach Jim Boulanger. ••it
feels good to win and I think
that we are still improving too."
The harriers will bring their
deceiving record of 2-5 to the
New Englands at Franklin
Park in Boston tomorrow.
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Sports
UNH caps_ year with last ditch scoring spree
By Ray Routhier

downfield, where Scott Reither
headed it to Adrian Pfisterer.
· A happy ending? Sort of.
The UNH soccer team ended The freshman's fine shot
its season in a high note thanks dipped, bounced over the
to a "heads" up play by John goalie, hit the post and finally
Moorman. The junior halfback went in.
.. That one bounced in," said
headed the ball into the net off
a crossed ball by Jamie Kullen, "We've had many just
Walters, giving the Wildcats a like that one bounce out."
Only 44 seconds later,
2-1 edge with six minutes left.
That goal would prove to be Moorman's third goal of the
the winning margin as UNH season put the Tats ahead, and
defeated winless Dartmouth ~3- Jamie Walters would add some
msureance.
1, Tuesday, in Hanover.
Late in the game , UN H fired
The Wildcats played well for
the first few minute~, buL the ball y ui..:.kl y do w nficld and
Dartmouth outplayed them for · found the Dartmouth defense
most of the game. Ten minutes napping. The Green had over
into the game , the Big Green extended on offense and the
had its first big chance, but Wildcats took advantage .
The ball trickled through the
failed to capitalize on a penalty
sieve-like defense and was
kick.
Missing their chances would scooped up by Jamie Walters.
prove to be the order of the day The junior speedster then
proceeded to out race the
for Dartmouth.
The Green booters did strike, defenders and slip the ball into
however, and early . Tom the ri~~t corner with 47 seconds
Heise 's direct kick bounced off remamm_g.
That _goal made UNH's
the crossbar and was headed in
by an alert Will Shue. The goal margin of victory 3-1, but it
was only Dartmouth's third of seemed that Dartmouth had
the season. Dartmouth would played the better game.
.. I knew how they felt, that's
continue to put together good
scoring opportunities through- happened to us before," said
out the ball game, but the ball Kullen, "they deserved to win,
but lost."
just didn't bounce their way.
The Big Green outshot UNH
.. They could have scored
four goals by halftime," said 14-12 , with wildcat goalie
assistant coach Ted Garber of George Gaillardetz making
_eight saves while Dartmouth's
Dartrpouth 's performance.
The 'Cats really didn't start goalie saved only three. In fact
playing until there were only Gaillardetz had an outstanding
seven minutes to go in the _day, especially in the second
game .__Qga l tender Geo_rge contest. This was remedied
Gaillardetz punted the ball

}"'reshman Adrian Pfisterer celebrates after scoring the tieing goal against Dartmouth with
_
seven minutes left in the game. (Tim Skeer photo)
second half Gaillardetz made a
point blank save of a
Dartmouth shot headed for the
right corner.
The· Wildcats failed to play
consistent soccer in this

somewhat, when coach Kullen
made numerous personnel
changes. The most notable of
these was the moving of cocaptain Scott Reither to the
forward position. The result
was a cohesive, aggressive unit

UNH falls gamble heart and soul
"I'll open with a dollar."
"I'll match it, and add another buck."
"Okay, here's two. Your bet Art."
"What? Who?" said Art, raising his head
slowly from the green table cloth. "My bet? I'll
still take UNH by six."
"C'mon, Art, snap out of it," responded _
Sam, one of the three men staring confusedly
at Art. "You've been like this all night, thinking
about football. And you look terrible. Have
you slept at all this week?"
"Sure, sure, I've been fine."
"Well why don't you sit out the rest of the

MORNING LINE
House
Line

Maine at
UNH
BU at
UConn

I

BC at
Ul\iiass
Lehigh at
URI

-I

Notre Dame
at Pitt
Harvard at
Holy Cross
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I
I
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Flemming
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Maine
by 1

Pitt
1:-y 12

game and park yourself on the couch," said
Sam. "I'll drive you home when we're done."
Art left the chair and plopped down on the
squishy brown couch.
"How have you been feeling lately by the
way, Art?" asked Ed, shifting his eyes from his
·winnings to the sofa. "I mean your insides,
how've they been?"
"Fine, fine," replied Art, squirming to make
himself comfortable. "The doctor says no more
UNH football, but what does he know?"
"You 're not plannin_g on going to the Maine
game tomorrow , are you?" asked Bob, the

1
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I

~

I

:

- --

-Notre Damei

-{
Harvard

I

--

Pitt

Pitt

Notre Dame

Pitt

! Notre Dame

~

I
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l

HC

I
I

I
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'
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I
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Don Gillis knocked the Old Grad's bank account down a bit last week, making him pay $50 to
the 100 Club. This week's guest is Randy Vataha, former New England Patriot wide receiver
and currently part owner of the new football franchise the Boston Breakers.

that combined to play a very
strong final ten minutes. .. It was a fitting ending, "said
Kullen. '"They were doing what
we've done, trying to hang on
to a 1-0 lead for dear life."

By Steve Damish

fourth poker player. "You'd be crazy after
what your doctor told you. What did he say,
something about your stomach and heart not
being able to take it, right?"
"Leave fom alone," interrupted Sam. "Let
him rest. He needs it. His insides need it."
His insides need it...his i_nsides need it ... the
words reverberated in Art 's head. No more
football. no more UNH foo tball... the words of
his doctor ·stung. Art lay still a nri thought.
Art slept.

"Its 20-3 here at Cowell stadium with
Connecticut over New Hampshire in the
fourth quarter," blurted the portable radio in
Art's right hand. "UNH has had a long
afternoon so far, fumbling the ball and
throwing interceptions. But we'll see what the
Wildcats can do here ... "
"LET'S GO, LET'S GO," shouted Art. "Get
your act in gear, Wildcats!"
,
"Mark Nichols takes the handoff and runs
right and scores! UNH now trails 20-9 with
Rusty Fosters extra-point attempt yet to
come ... Curt Collins takes the screen pass from
Leclerc and heads down the right sideline. Hes
at the ten, five, he scores, Curt Collins on a 56
yard run has brought the Wildcats to within
four .... "
:' Alrighhhhhht," said Art in a low voice.
"Hey, sit down will you. Take it easy, take it
easy, it's just a game."
Art sat back down on the bench, examining
the person to his right.
FOO~BALL, page 19

